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, The goal is to prevent segre- i be observed jointly next week
Igation and other tynes of dis- at LeMoyne, it was announced To Address Urban
crimination in 'eating places, by Howard E. Sims, associate
Istores, rest rooms and ether,professor of social sciences at League's Meetingfacilities in buildings where the college.
env of the government's thou-, The occasion is scheduled l! The Memphis Urban League
-- Monday, March 5, at 7:30 p. m., Principal's association; Mrs. sands of Negro employes work. for Feb. 27 through March 1 has made plans to hold its en-list the eranch YWCA. A. maceo Walker. preside.n Of Sinc.e the poLc- began last and will feature Floyd Ward-aival meetine Friday, Feb. 22,
I The discussions will include the Memphis Links, Inc.; Mrs. summer, non-discrimination low Crawford, head of the
t"Job Trends," 
“Qualifications',James Bias, member of Links,iclauses have been written intoklepartment of history, politi-Valentine Party ,and "Training." Panelists will Inc.; Mrs. Felecia Sartin, teach- about 250 new or renewed of- cal science and geography at
!delve into the total national asier at Lester school and presi-lfice leases, including some in:the Norfolk Division of Vir-
A post-Valentine Day party - dent of Guidance Counselors Atlanta, Savannah, Ga., andlinia State college, as speak-well as the local employment
for some 150 handicapped Carl Carson, Wil-ilaallas. with other landlords inter.kneture. Discussions will not be association;
children of Memphis and Shel-, director of Vo- Port Worth, Dallas, Atlanta i Crawford will address anrestrictefi to women and girls ham McGinnis,
by county ,,was held at thel cational Education for Cityor jobs for Negroes only.
reports that automation has
contributed to the plight of
Delta Negroes.
"Sharecroppers are being
laid off long before the tradi-
tional November end of cot-
ton picking due to the increas-
ed use of cotton picking ma-
chines. From the time they
are la,id off, until cotton chop-
ping begins in May, these
people are dependent upon
whatever welfare and surplus
that they must insert a "no-,
Dew has wired telegrams to They include T. J. Toney,racial-discrimination, no-segre-! both President John F. Ken- V gation clause" into leases with Observed Feb. 27-28 chairman; John Strong, viceIll 'all tenants in the building or chairman; Mack Winston, pros-and Senator William Ful-bright protesting the action. pect chairman; N. J. Ford, pro-face loss of government occu-I Negro History Week and the 
motions; S. L. Jones and Ru-The Forum Committee of 'um Committee in planning the pancy where the U. S. PaYs Centennial Decade Celebration
fus Jones, audit chairman, andthe Sarah Brown Branch series are: at least $10,000 or more each of American Missionary Asso- Former Memphian Bennie Batts, chairman.YWCA, 1044 Mississippi blvd., Paul Boyce, regional chief of year. ;dation - founded colleges will
Other volunteers are Charleshas made plans for a series of training for the Memphis Re-
food they can get to survive, forum disau.ssions on empioy- gional Post Office; Miss Velma
Without it they will die," says ment for teenagers. The forum Lois Jones, president of the
Bevel, will be entitled "Jobs For M-mohis Pee Hellenic Coun-
Attempts have been made Johnny and Jane." The first of cil and city school teacher; Al-
to spur federal assistance to the series is scheduled to start bert Miller, member of the
150 Kids Atiend
Abe Scharf fi branch YMCA
last Saturday night.
Sponsoring the party was
the Zuber - Bynum Council,
each Negro high school. The
Boy Scouts Will State PTA awards an annualscholarship of $175 to a highsent to the Council of Feder- King at Zion UM." 
• school student in each of theated Organizations (C0F0), The record is supposed to he • •
care of Dr. Aaron Henry, 220 enjoying brisk sales around It-
Fourtin St., Clarksdale, Miss." nation.
In addition to reprisals to
counter growing resistance to
segregation, SCLC's field sec-
this area by visits of SCLC
members to the Department
of Agriculture, the U. S. Civil
Rights Commission, and the
Justice department.
Dr. Martin King
Sues RecoTd Firm
In an effort to get a Cali-
fornia recording company to
'withdraw from the market a
record which was made with-
out his permission, Dr. Martin
Luther Kine has filed a suit
against Doto Records of Los
Angeles.
The record was reportedly
made from a tape of an ex-
temporaneous speech by Dr.
King at the Zion Hill Baptist
church in Los Angeles last
June, and is being offered to
the public as "Martin Luther
Buyers, it is reported, er-
roneously belisve that pro•
ceeds from the record go to
retary, the Rev. James Bevel, benefit the Southern Confer-
ence Leadership Fund.
The U. S. Government is
using a new method to broaden
the Kennedy Administration's
goal to erase color barriers,
To Discuss Job 0
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WINNERS OF TROPHIES for the greatest PTA member-
ship increase over 10 per cent are Corry Road Junior high
school, first place: and Dunn Avenue School and Walker
Avenue, lying for second place. Above, Lee Thompson, right.
Is presenting the trophies to Longipo Cooke a teacher at
Corry School: and Mrs. Marion Goodman, PTA president at
Mann Avenue school. The awards are made annually by the
Sluff City l'TA Council.
Memphis Dentist Files
Discrimination' Suit
NASHVILLE — A Memphis
Neel o dentist filed a suit in
federal court challenging the
segregation practices of a
Nashville motel last week. The
suit was filed by Nashville
NAACP Atty. Avon N. Wil-
liams on behalf of Dr. Vasco
A. Smith, Jr.
Cilharased in the suit was the
Holiday Inn-Capitol Hill. The
suit was filed in the federal
district court for the Middle ot
Tennessee. The suit alleges that
the motel "is the product of
indispensable federal, state and
local governmental, as well as
private action" and is thus sub-
ject to the Fifth and 14th
Amendments to the U. S. Con-
stitution, and the President's
executive housing order of
Nov. 20, 1962, prohibiting ra-
cial discrimination.
torneys. representing the
plaintiff, Dr. Smith.
The court is being petitioned
The suit was termed "ex-
ftr•meiy significant.' by NA- the following night. When Dr.
ACP Legal Defense Fund at- S.m.in.. compat.y ef Bar- •ber, went to the motel desk he or Pine Bluff Sit-Inswas told teat his reservation
could not be honored as they 
PINE BLUFF, Ark. — Tento enjoin the n.otel from dis- did not serve Negroes. A few
crimination on the basis of 1iminutes later, the complaint
race, and open its facilities to states, a white man, Rev. Rob-
all Negroes in addition to the i
plaintiff. See SUIT, Page 2
Bias Falling Where
S. Rents Offices
Arkansas AM&N college stu-
dents were expelled from that
school last week for their part
in a sit-in demonstration at
Woolworth's.
The demonstration on Feb.
I was the city's first sit-in and
occurred three years after the
'historic movement started in
;Greensboro, N. C.
I William Hansen, field secre-
tary for the Student Non-
violent Coordinating Commit-
and since it began last sum-,
mer it has scored faster-than-
expected progress. according to
the Walt Street Journal.
The method is to inform
landlords where the govern-
sit-ins, said that notices were
Despite t h e 
suspensions,,men in the South Division of of Chattanooga, the first man
the Chickasaw Council of the to ever head the organization
Boy Scouts of America have in Tennessee since it was
, Negro History Week Hansen said students are con-
W 1 th' 
agreed to help extend the formed in 1928.
tinuing to demonstrate against scouting program through the 
flingoowor S. sustai membership pro-pportundies ,ment is renting office spacelAnd Centennial To Be SNCC Chairman Charles Mc- gram.
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PTA CERTIFICATES are being presented to the above per-
sons by Lee Thompson, assistant superintendent of Memphis
City Schools irightl. Receiving the certificates for notable
PTA work are Mrs. M. L. Draper, president of Hamilton
High School PTA; Harrison Crittenden of Caldwell school.
Standing Of
'Miss Mid-South'
Contestants
Carolyn Randle 
Shirley Purnell ..
Earlie Mae Riles
Patricia Terrell .
Beverly Allen 
Katherine Woods ..
byte Carney
Pr.tricia Cummings
rffi" B. McSwine 
Unice Logan ..
Norma Jean Taylor
Sandra White
Earnestine McGhee  
Norris?' Trueman
Patricia Ford ..
Gloria Jean Woodard  
Amelia Gibson .
Sadie Hollowell  
Shirley Smith .
Mary Townes ....
Carolyn Hollingswor
Marlon Greene ...
Alyce F. Giles
Mrs. Louis Roberson of Shannon, Mrs, Edna II. Webb of
Booker T. Washington high; and Mrs. Katie Sexton of
Manassas high, The awards are made each year by the
Bluff City PTA Council. (Photos by Ernest Withersl.
8 Receive Awards For 'Outstanding'
Work In Bluff City PTA Council
Awards were presented to
2595 eight persons for "outstand-
2425 ing PTA work" during 1962 at
2390 a Founder's Day meeting held
1630 at the Memphis City School'
1255 Board last Friday afternoon.
/115 Presenting the awasds for
410 Bluff City PTA Council was
590 Lee Thompson, assistant Mem-
555
460 1
455 NAACP To Meet415
335 The Memphis branch of the
325 NAACP will hold its regular
260 monthly meeting at Mt. Olive
240 CME Cathedral at Lauderdale
235 and Linden on Sunday, Feb.
215 24, at 4 p. rn.
. Speaking on the Emancipa-
.. lion Proclamation will be Rev.
th T. C. Lightfoot, pastor of the
.. 200 church.
200 All members and friends are
A reservation for Dr. Smith Rose Dotson .. 200 invited.
made D.T. 4, 1962 by 
AM&N Students Suspended
tee, who had participated in 
 i 
 B 13 n
Launch A Drive three divisions of the state—
East, Middle and West.For New Members President of the State PTA
MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
_
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IT IS A PAST PRESIDENT PLAQUE that Mrs. Lucille Pelee,
1388 Kney St., is receiving from Lee Thompson. Mrs. Price.
still very active In PTA mark, is a past president of the
Bluff City PTA Council.
In Mississippi Delta
ATLANTA, Ga. — Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King, Jr., president
of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, has is-
sued a nationwide appeal for
staple goods for starving Ne-
groes in the Mississippi Delta.
Dr. King said Dr. Aaron
Henry, SCLC board member,
estimates that 22.000 people
have been removed from wel-
fare rolls because of intensi-
fied civil rights and voter reg-
istration efforts in LeFlore
and Madison counties. Some
of the more active participants
have also been forced to leave
their homes on plantations.
Urging people throughout
' ',erica to respond freely, Dr.
i<ing said, "I am calling on
supporters North, South, East
and West to gather staple
goods in their communities
through their churches to be
Car-
roll Barber of Nashville for
phis City superintendent.
First place winner for "the
greatest membership increase
over 10 per cent," was Corry
Road Junior high school. Ty-
ing for second plare were
Walker Avenue and Dunn
Avenue school. Third place
was won by Lester high
school. Mrs. Dorothy Sim-
mons is president of Corry
Road School PTA, Mrs. Carrie
Firer, heads Walker Avenue
School PTA., and Mrs: Good-
man is president of Dunn
Avenue PTA.
Certificates were awarded
several PTA units for noted
increase in memberships.
Among them were Hamilton
high school PTA which has
the largest membership in the
PTA Council. Hamilton's PTA
membership is 2,258. Also in-
cluded is Caldwell School
PTA, Shannon School, Booker
T. Washington high school and
Manassas high school PTA.
Mrs. Lucille Price, 1388
Eney St., was awarded the
past president plaque from
the Council. Other past presi-
dents attending the ceremony
were Mrs. M. S. Draper, Mrs.
Mary E. Murphy and Mrs.
Pearl Bumpus, 2383 Douglass
Ave., who is past president of
the Tennessee State PTA. She
is also the first and only Mem-
phian serving on the National
PTA board of directors. She
is chairman of the Health,
Safety and Recreation com-
mittee.
Each past president was pre-
sented a gift.
Chairman of the Founder's
Day celebration was Mrs. M.
S. Draper.
The PTA Council is now
holding its regular meeting at
the new Memphis Board of
Education building on Avery
St.
Mrs. Bumpus said that the
Bluff City PTA Council with
an estimated membership of
17,000 was organized in 1932.
She said that "there is a PTA
Unit at each public city school
for Negroes, about 40 I be-
lieve."
She urged principals to re-
mind all PTA presidents to
attend Council meetings. "All
PTAs are asked to send in all
money owed the State PTA
on or before March 15," an-
nounces Mrs. Bianpus. She
went on to say that the annual
State PTA meeting has been
set for April 25-27 in Jackson,
Tenn., at which time an elec-
tion of officers will be held.
The National PTA meeting
is scheduled to be held in
June in Houston, Texas.
The Bluff City PTA awards
annually a $100 scholarship to
an "outstanding" student in
Feb. 11 directing that the in-
volved students see the pres-
ident, Dr. Lawrence Davis.
Hansen reported that 10 stu-
dents, most of whom were
members of the Pine Bluff
Student Movement, received
notices of suspension.
SITS-INS CONTINUE
Among those suspended were
Robert Whitfield, chairman of
PBSM, and members James
Jones, Balton, Ark., Janie
Broom, PBSM secretary, Gary,
Ind., and Nekton Marshall,
PBSM treasurer. Whitfield and
Marshall are from Little Rock.
announces Rev. James A. Mc-
Daniel, executive secretary of
the local league. The meeting is
set for 8 p. m. at the Sarah
Brown Branch YWCA, 1040
Mississippi blvd.
The featured address is ex-
and Winston-Salem. N. C.. vol- assembly in Bruce Hall at 10:30 meted to be delivered by Dr.
schools; Mrs. Maxine Draper, untarily modifying existing a.m., Friday, March 1. C. Eric Lincoln, a professor atCarl Carson, prominent busi-,
rpregram chairman for the Bluffleases. Dr. Floyd L. Bass, dean of Clark college in Atlanta, Ga.nessman, churchman and civic
leaderh participant in City PTA council; and Henry At the present time federal LeMoyne, will speak at chapel Dr. Lincoln, a former resi- 65 NO
Marshall, Area 1; Jesse Bishop
and James B. Long, Area 2;
Joseph Atkins, Area 3; Alonzo
Weaver and Aggie Anderson,
Area 4; D. K. Rogers, Charles
McKiah and Earl Walker,
UNCF Drive Starts
March 25: Goal Set
Al $3 Million
NEW YORK — Lawrence J.
MacGregor, of Chatham, N.J.,
will head the United Negro
College Fund's 20th annual
nation-wide appeal officially
opening March 25. Retired
board chairman of the Sum-
mit Trust Co., Summit, N. J.,
MacGregor has accepted the
national campaign chairman-
Area 6; Wesley Nathaniel, ship for the second successive
Area 7. and Whittier Seng- year.
stacke, Area 8. The College Fund began its
annual appeals to the Ameri-
can public on behalf of its
independent, southern colleges
and universities in 1944. Since
then it has raised $45.744,753
for these private, accredited
institutions of higher learn-
ing: $28,244,753 toward their
annual expenses; $17,500,000
for new buildings.
The 1963 goal is $3 million.
MacGregor is a trustee of
four of the College Fund's
member institutions located in
Atlanta which are affiliated
with the Atlanta University
Center. They are Morehouae
and Spelman, undergraduate
colleges for men and women,
respectively; Interdenornine-
!Jona/ Theological Center, *
professional school; and At-
lanta University, which otters
from nine states and Bermuda. only graduate work.
The Boy Scout probram re-
ceives 61 per cent of its budg-
et from Shelby united Neigh-
bors, which approves the
Council's plan of raising ad-
ditional necessary funds
through sustaining members.
White, local representative for egencies hsve leases in about services the morning of Feb.,dent of Memphis- and graduate
Memphis, will be moderator of AFLCTO. 
e ,
an orear-ii-tation devoted 
toth movement end progress of 
1,400 buildings around the 27, and Dr. Ralph Johnson, of LeMoyne college, is author, Enroll At Owen- ,fulfilling the needs of the , ..tn s discussions. Members of the YWCA For- country on whiea the govern- I professor of English at the of "The Black Muslims," a con-I Dean-Registrar Thomas I.mentally and physically handi- urnCommittee are: Mrs. Hou- ment pays a total rent of about college, will speak at 10:30 'troversial study of the Ameri- Willard announces that a recsI The forum is open to the scapped. ,on Collier, chairmen; Mrs.,$8e million, the morning of Feb. 28 in the can religious sect, published ord number of 65 new stu-public particularly high schoolChildren played games, ' • 
  W R. Donigan, Mrs. Katherine The device to do away with Brownlee Lecture Hall on the several years ago. He has also dents enrolled at Gwen Col-seniors and parents. 
 
Admissiondanced and won prizes for the is free. ,Bennett, Mrs. Whittier A. bias was worked out hy the, works of two Negro poets, contributed artielee to a corn-, lege for the 1963 Springbest performances in various 'Sengstacke, sr., Mrs. Joanne little - known Sub- Cabinet 'Paul Lawrence Dunbar and ber of national magazines. Semester. Registration closed,categories. , Recognition will be paid to Strong. Miss Maggie McDowell,lGrours on Civil Rights which'Claude McKay. He received his masters de- Monday, Feb. 11.Parents and other relatives two local citizens by the Corn- Miss Rost-Robinson, chairman meets about once a month at Pictorial exhibits, depicting gree at Fisk university, bache- Approximately 300 studentsof the children were present mittee for "making speciatof the YWCA Branch; Miaalthe White House to discuss outstanding men and womenilor of divinity at Chicago Uni- are currently enrolled at theand assisted in the supervisionlachievements in unusual tobs1Margaret McCulloch, and Mrs,
of games and the serving of Organizations and indivicl- Addie Owen, executive branch 
versity's Theological Seminary, rapidly growing junior col-
and his doctorate of philosphy lege, which attracts studentsrefreshments. uals assisting the YWCA For- asecretary, degree from Boston university.
ways of eliminating racial bar-
riers, especially within govern-
ment service.
of the Negro race, will be on
display in the Brownlee lobby
and in the new library.
placed in school buildings on 
A number of professional presently sWallace . row
SPITAL: lor, 2196 Castex; girl, Mary
1Louise,
ehemiah Mr. and Mrs. James Gath-
boy, Jer-,right, 711 Wells; girl, Debbie.
1 Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Wilks,
Warren, 636 Mosby; girl, Vicki Lynn.
Phyllis, Mr. and Mrs. Cattrell L. Nor-
fleet, 641 McKinley; girl, Shir-
ley
 
:  Ann.
Bonds, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Sum-
Golden erall 735 Vance; boy, Kenneth
Lynn. iRay. Len.
Mr. and Mrs. Napoleon )uc-11 Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L
kett, 781 David; girl, Vondra Caldwell, 970 Leath; boy,
Melissa. IThomas Lewis Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben J. Howard, Fib. 10.
314 Simpson; girl, Lisa Marie. 1 Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bold- Mitchell, 706 Ayers; girl, Ros-
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Len, 1739 Ragan; boy, Dennis alind.
Randolph 1088 Beach, Apt. 3; Ray.
boy, Michael. Mr. and Mrs. Julius Harper,
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Ware, 496 Glanker; boy, Toran Let-
1552 Min,-.i.; girl, Kozetta Rae. roy.
Feb. 3. I Mr. and Mrs. James Love,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur S. Hol- 1336 Adelaide; boy, Terry Lee.
man, 2021 Farrington; girl, Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Webb, Feb. 12.
Toni Elise. 315 Crump; girl, Annetta. Mr. and Mrs. Milton Mack,
Feb. 5. Mr. and Mrs. Earnest E. 432 Pontotoc; boy, Charles An.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wilson, Powel1,094 E. McLemore; girl, thony.
1041 N. Seventh; a boy. Marilyn Aileen. Mr. and Mrs. Andrew L.
Feb. 6. Mr. and Mrs. Preston Tay- Payne, 935 Randel; boy, Ron-
lor, 2063 Warren; a girl. _nie Leon.
1743 Greenview cl.; boy, Brian Mr. and Mrs. Lester H. Mr. and Mrs. Simuel Street.
Keith. Johnson, 1970 Kansas; girl, Re- er, 1660 Barton; boy, Brandon
AT JOHN GASTON gina Antoinette. Ray.
HOSPITAL: I Mr. and Mrs. James L. Mc-
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Griggs, Clain, 116 E. Trigg; girl, Mi-
1751 Benford; a boy. Ichelle.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene A. John-, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar L. Ful-
Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Franklin, 3243 Merigold; boy,
Benjamin.
Mr. and Mrs. James Nelson
son, 1605 Patton; boy, Derrick ler, 1549 Rayburn; boy, Kim 878 S. Fourth; boy, Vincent.
Renard. Terrell. Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Shipp,
Mr. and Mrs. William Jones,, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil V. Echols, 567 Buntyn; girl, Angela De-
1588 Oriole; boy, Jerome. 11363 Nichols; girl, Veronica nise.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Powell, Michelle.
309 Ashland; boy, Charlie. I Mr. wand Mrs. Sidney L.
Mr. and Mrs. James L. C.1 Bowles, 4605 Mary Angela;
Holland, 2867 Nathan; girl, girl, Sylvia Jeanette.
Daviton Denise. Feb. 11. 783 Mississippi; girl, Phanelia
Mr. and Mrs. McCauley Wil-, Mr. and Mrs. Moses Howard, Dee.
son, 5128 Malone; boy, StacY ;1645 S. Orleans; girl, Tina Mr. and Mrs. James Holt,
Bruce. IDarlene. 2244 Park; boy, James Bern-
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Smith, 1549 Ely; girl, Lesia Banks, 605 Edith; girl, Gwen-
ard.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Price,
Benette. 'dolyn Cathy. 2432 Devoy; girl, Connie De-
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Mr. and Mrs. 'Charles M. nise.
Jones, 685 Hanley; girl, Ver- Palmer, 1510 Latham; girl, Me- Mr. al.c1 Mrs. George E
onica Ann. I lonv Vanessa. Howell, 1147 N. Belvedere,
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis W. Tay-I Mr. and Mrs. John H. Wil- girl, Angela.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis R. Walk-
er, 730 Wells; girl, Jeanette.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph San-
ders, 1396 N. McNeil; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Waymon H.
Bernard, 1852 Gloria el.; girl,
Vicki Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior W
address below Berry, 163 Beta; boy, Leo An.
Six months $3.50 l Feb. 13.
derson.
I Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Ross,
1359 Tunstall; girl, Shelia
I Yvonne.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jack-
1 TO  son, 297 Silverage; girl, Pa-
tricia Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Ellis Alston,
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to
One year $6.00
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Page 2
MM.
AT E. H. CRUMP HO
Feb. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. N
Cooper, 751 Winton;
ome.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie
2394 Norton rd.; girl,
Christine.
Feb. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Thoma
1775 Eldridge; girl,
DEFENDER SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1968
StorkStops VOTE •
NOW
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Wooten,
hams, 35 E. McLemore; girl,
Lenora Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. Cane Washing-
ton, 139 Willow; girl, Rosie
Zana.
Mr. and Mrs. Thurman
Ward, 1620 Barton; girl, Annie
Laverne.
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Coleman,
611 St. Paul; boy, Darryl.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Kelley,
2392 Vandale; boy, Jeffery Al.
Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Gray, 396 Simpson; twins, a
boy and girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Rozelle L.
Mr. and Mrs. James Perkins,
1236 S. Lauderdale; girl, Ver-
onica.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Brad-
shaw, 563 Lion; girl, Valerie
Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie R.
Jones, 670 Tate; girl, Sandra
Willene.
Mr. and Mr. Dallas Crowe.
I Street Address Zone No. 
City  Staff 
4998 Jonetta rd.; girl, Char-
lotte.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
White, 197 W. McKellar; boy,
Stacy Everett.
Mr. and Mrs. James Jones, ger, 709 Lyman; girl, Constance
NEWSBOYS'! OLD AND NEW
HERE'S A NEW CONTEST FOR YOU
BEGINS NOW, ENDS MARCH 31st,
- SELL ALL YOU CAN BETWEEN
THESE TWO DATES OR BURST
WIN MONEY FOR SPRING!
WHAT A GREAT
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
THING!
PRIZE
PRIZE
PRIZE
PRIZE
$25 KAZOOS
$15 SMACKEROOS
$10 ALAKAZAMS
$5 DOUBLE WAMS
AND FOR THE FIVE AFTER THESEFOUR
A PRIZE OF $2 EACH
WILL BE LEFT AT YOUR DOOR
A new Easter Contest for Tri-State Defender Newsboys....Win Cash Prizes
by selling more papers between January 19th and March 31st. Winners
will be announced and prizes awarded April 6th, 1963.
lit Prize $25.00....2nd Prize $15.00....3r4 Prize$10.00....
4th Prize $5.00....and for the five runner ups $2.00 each.
9 CASH PRIZES IN ALL
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED PROMPTLY
Winners will be selected front the nine boys
selling the greatest number of papers above
weekly quota at the end of March 1963.
A picture if the First and Second prize win-
ners and their families will appear In the TRI-
STATE DEFENDER following the presentation.
Pictures if the Third and Fourth Prize
nets will also be published.
Names of the 5 Runner ups will appear.
Earn extra money for EASTER.
Contest open to current and future newsboys.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
MAKE YOUR SELECTION AND
VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE
OFFICIAL BALLOT
MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST THIS BALLOT IS WORTH 5 VOTES
VOTE
NOW
Name Of Contestant 
Bring or Mail This Ballot To The
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 S. Wellington Street Memphis, Tennessee
EAST MEMPHIS USHERS UNION made an annual report
during election of officers at a recent meeting held at
Princeton Avenue Baptist church. The report state that the
Ushers Union had participated in 15 church fund-raising
projects during 1962 raising $1,723, of which $303 was do-
nated to incapacitated ushers at Christmas. Above are: first
row—left-right: F. H. Hamilton, president; Johnny Jones,
Mrs. Mary Brown, Mrs. Alice Wilson, recording secretary;
Mrs. Savannah Hamilton, secretary; Sampson Townsend,
Jr., holding the banner; James Sudduth and Robert Lee
Branch. Second row: Mesdames Cora Taylor, Erma Harris,
Emma McGown, Carrie Suggs, Elnora Marshal and Ora Lee
McKinney. Third row: Clifton Myers, James Jefferson,
Cleve Holliday, Joseph Brown, Orlando Harris, Sr., and
Abraham Green.
TO GIVE CONCERT
The mass chorus of Belmont Baptist church will be pre-
sented in concert on Sunday night, Feb. 24, at 8 o'clock in
Arlington. Tenn., under the direction of Mrs. Bessie Jean
McKenzie, and the public is invited. Soloists will be Mrs.
Mary Alice Collier, Miss Diane Morris, Miss Sylvia Herring,
Mrs. Lennie B. Hines, Miss Emma Clark, Mrs. Frieda J.
Turner, Miss Carol Ann Johnson, Mrs. Margaret Johnson,
Miss Mildred Wilder. Miss Esther Lee Shaw and Bobbi•
Crawford. Officers of the choir are B. M. Hayes, presi-
dent; Mrs. Margaret Johnson, vice president; and Miss
Carol Ann Johnson, pianist. Guest pianist will be Mrs.
Margie Bosley. Rev. L. R. Donson, seen left of rostrum,
is pastor of the church. Mrs. McKenzie, director, is seated
at extreme left. (Photo by Blakeley I
(Contiuued From Page 1)
ert C. Palmer, erri.t,red the mo-
tel and was informed that sin-
gle rooms were available.
Holiday Inn-Capitol Hill was
built on land acquired from
the Nashville Housing Author-
ity in 1958 and 1959 for an
estimated cost of $194,771. The
Nashville Housing Authority
had condemend the redevelop-
ment project area in 1952, of
which 50 per cent of the land,
it is alleged, was owned or oc-
cupied by Negroes.
The area is being redevel-
oped through a 1952 contract
between the Nashville Hous-
ing Authority and the federal
Housing and Home Finance
Agency, under which the fed-
eral government agreed to pay
two-thirds of the net cost of
the project, and the city of
Nashville the remaining one-
third.
FIVE ATTORNEYS
The complaint points out
that "defendants serve the
public purpose of providing
lodging, dining and recreation-
al facilities to motorists visit-
ing the capitol of the State of
Tennessee, while at the same
time enjoying the opportunity
to pursue private gain."
It adds that "there are no
adequate, first - class motel
facilities open to Negroes in
the central commercial district
of Nashville."
NAACP Legal Defense Fund
attorneys for Dr. Smith are
Avon N. Williams and Z. Al-
exander Looby of Nashville;
A. W. Willis of Memphis; and
Jack Greenberg and Constance
Baker Motley of New York
City.
GREENBERG SAYS
Atty. Greenberg. Legal De-
fense Fund Director-Counsel,
said:
"This case is far more sig-
nificant than the question of
desegregating a single motel.
It involves the constitutionality
of excluding Negroes from an
urban renewal site that is the
product of local, state and fed-
eral planning and financing.
"The cities of the nation
are being remade by urban
renewal. Negroes generally are
cleared out of the central city
sites where the plans are car-
ried out and shunted off to
new and more crowded ghet-
tos.
"This suit has the same goal
as the President's new hous-
ing order, but has the advan-
tage of enabling the injured
parties themselves to com-
mence a case in the federal
district court," said Greenberg.
Tale Of Modern West
ALPINE, Calif. — (UPI) —
"I never realized that there
were cattle rustlers in this day
and age," ranch owner Ronald
Vukich said in reporting the
theft of eight heifers.
The rustlers used a truck.
1447 Stonewall; a boy. Marie.' .1001-F Peach; boy, Christopher 2280 Warren; girl, Patricia 
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Gran-i Mr. and Mrs. Willie Porter,'Leshure. rAnn.
116 E. Trigg; girl, Lelreace Mr. and Mrs. John D. Den- Feb. 15.
Willett. ton, 2366 Brooklyn; boy, Derici Mr. and Mrs. Brady Greene,
Mr. and Mrs. William Neal, Ray' !473 E. McLemore; boy, Ken-
497 Hampton; boy, Ezell. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Terry,Ineth Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Shipp, 456 Ti 11 ma n, Apt. 16; boy, I Mr. and Mrs. Barney Par-
789 Edith. Apt. 4; girl, Doris Richard Jr. I ham, 243 N. Dunlap; girl, Lor-
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Hill, etta.
"Mani:. and Mrs. Earl Williford, 392 Edith; girl, Chaunfayta La-iI Mr. and Mrs. James F.
985 McLemore; girl, Beverly
Gay.
Mr. and Mr's. Charles Ed-
ward Neal, 3407 Re3Tnaud; a
girl.
Feb. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Mc-
Neil, 3070 McAdoo; boy, Syl-
vester.
Mr. and Mrs Jesse Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Griffin.
922 Keel; boy, Duncan Eric. 1648 McMillian; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Vassar, Mr. and Mrs. Winston Adair,
scneii.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walker,
596-J S. Lauderdale; boy, Kev-
in Charles.
Mr. and Mrs. U. L. Allen,
3023 Yale; girl, Robin Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Dempsey Hard-
away, 865 S. Fourth, Apt. 28;1
girl, Gina Renee.
YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT
MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY
1324 Mississippi
EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT. COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
946-0411
AND IF NO ANSWER
JA 7-3311
"JOBS FOR JOHNNY
AND JANE"
WHEN JOHNNY AND JANE FINISH HIGH SCHOOL,
WHAT NEXT? WHAT KIND OF JOBS ARE OPEN TO
THEM BOTH LOCALLY AND NATIONALLY? WHAT MUST
THEY DO TO QUALIFY? WHERE CAN THEY GET THE
10B TRAINING THEY NEED?
FIND OUT!
MONDAY, MARCH 4, 1963 AT TAO P.M.
AT SARAH BROWN Y.W.C.A.
1044
MISSISSIPPI BLVD.
THE PANEL WILL CONSIST OF WELL QUALIFIED
INDIVIDUALS IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT
HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS, PARENTS
AND THE GENERAL PUBLIC ARE INVITED.
ADMISSION FREE
Smith, 706 Wortham; girl, Vic-
ki Alycia.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Mc-
Kay, 266 Bond; girl, Cynthia.
FOR RENT
MORRIS
Beauty Shoppe
1239 N. Evergreen St.
Clean - Modernly Equl pp•d
2 Booths — Good Losotion
— -
Jost Wolk I,, .S Start Working
Call MRS. ALMA MORRIS
BR 6-6141
B•fore 8 A.M. or A f,., 4s30 P.M.
hfai DA! SY]
GO WITH
BARABBAS
INTO HIS
WORLD OF
PASSION
AND
UPHEAVAL!
1•111111141111•
Aro. I. speriermar
wrourrado
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded
41)
4.
,
CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE ri4BARRAcSFn 4
'WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Ph. FA 7-6033
Starts SATURDAY!
FEBRUARY 23 —
One Big Week!
"BARABBAS"
MIAOW IXTUM rows &MOO(
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ALL IS NOT WELL in the 1Johnny and Jane," is to be
held Monday, March 5, at 7:30
p. m., at the Branch YWCA.
This is a good forum to attend.
"GEE! IT IS HOT in here,"divorce from his spouse. complained the customer when
AND THEN THERE was one he walked into a local bank
tent left in Tent City, near last weekt.nd. "Yes!" agreed
Somerville. Reportedly me last the young teller immediately.
family moved out of the na- He added "See! This is what
tionaity publicized Tent City you get when you wcnk around
which housed evicted Negro old women."
farm tenants two seasons ago A TENNESSEE DEMOCRAT,
after they started W register to attending the affair given at
vote. the White House by President
Whitney Young camp. The
well - known local policeman
has petitioned the court for a
THE TALK HAS GONE Un-
derground — that is — it has
moved to a dark, smoke-filled
back room about who will ap-
pear on the starting-line for
the race to the mayor's seat.
Names most frequently heard
in this connection are the in-
cumbent Henry Loeb, William
"Bill" Farris, Sheriff M. A.
Hinds, Bob James, Judge Bev-
erly Bousche, and Judge Wil-
liam Ingram.
BEN BLAKEY, local tax as-
sessor for the state, came in
for praises by his boss and co-
workers last Friday. He was
praised fur "his outstanding
work, second to none in the
department." If he is a little
hard to get along with this
week — you'll understand.
LAST WEEK WE mentioned
about the Forum that the
Sarah Brown Branch YWCA
41 is sponsoring concerning JobsFor Teenagers. Now we can
tell you more about it. The
Forum, entitled "Jobs For
•
•
and Mrs. Kennedy last week
had this to say in describing
the affair: "They stole Abra-
ham Lincoln from the Republi-
can Party."
A DRUMMER WAS needed
to complete a combo at a pop-
ular restaurant. l'ne owner
of the place thought about one
of the must pcpular drummers
in town. He said: "I think I will
call him." The only thing
wrong with the idea is the
drummer is also the owner of
a restaurant.
THE J-U-G-S — that social
club of energetic young wom-
en, are hosier than a one-
armed paper-hanger planning
for their annual Charity ball,
which is to be held March 1
at the City Auditorium. These
young women need your sup-
port. They are doing a very
commendable piece of charit-
able work. We feel certain that
you will enjoy the show they
will put on that night. It is
worth your time and money.
MRS. MARIAN CHAPMAN
She Does It Again- - - All A's
Twenty-year-old Mrs. Mari-
an Nell Evans Chapman of
631-B St. Paul has done it
again. A member of the junior
class at L:Moyne College, she
scored all A's the first semes-
ter of this school year. This
is no amazing accomplishment
on her part because she did
the same thing the first senses-
ttr of her sophomore year.
And, if you dig back into
records at Booker T. Wash-
ington High School, you'll
find that she made straight
A's during her three years
there.
Mrs. Chapman is no whiz
kid and she does not possess
a look at this. She earned her
A's in philosophy, world liter-
ature, Shakespeare, Contem:
porary Literatur- Education
Psychology and History.
Her husband, Willie Robert,
is a junior and a good stu-
dent, too. He earned two A's
the first semester and owns a
two-point average, which is
considered very good. Le-
Moyne is on a three-point
system.
The Chapmans were high
school classmates and were
married upon receiving their
diplomas from Booker T.
Washington. Both receive
scholarship assistance and are
a photographic memory. She provided small jobs by the
studies, long and hard, and college 
g chairman o e 0seems to agree with her. Earlier this year, Mrs. Chap-• 
Other officers e ecte include Proceeds from the luncheon ance meets in the Prayer Room'Pal-A. W. Doter, vice president, has been earmarked to a schol- cf Metropolitan Baptist church Ilege Fund Thr 1962 and 1963, days to go in. Fewer people goAnd, if you think she's get- man was elected to LeMoyne's 
,arship fund. In 1962 the Shel- on Monday, Feb. 25, at 11 a. m. .
and W. J T t , UNCF - in after noon than in the morn-A's in easy subjects, take Kappa Beta chapter of Alpha 
ecutive director. Dr. FrederickKappa Mu National Honor So- Four Students by County PTA Council 1 he guest speaker for theawarded scholarships to six occasion will be Whittier A. D. Patterson, founder of the
WDIA PRESENTS HEART
WDIA Radio is programming a heart Fund Request Ball
Monday Feb. 25 Listeners will phone requests and pledges
to the station from 8:30 p.m.-12 midnight. The minimum
pledge is 50 cents to have a request played but it is hoped
that listeners will make larger pledges and then mail them
in to Heart Fund Request—WDIA—Menaphis, Tenn. All
proceeds will be turned over to the Memphis Heart Fund
together with names of donors. This Heart Fund Request
,Ball is being arranged by %MIA's promotion consultant A.
C. Williams who is working this year as co-chairman for
the Memphis division. Louis B. Hottson, principal of Ma-
nassas high school is the Chairtrusn for the Negro Division
of the drive. Also participating in this request program will
be WD1A's Martha Jean, Rufus Thomas and Robert "Honey-
BENNIE L. WATSON FLOYD S. NEWMAN
FUND REQUEST PROGRAM
boy" Thomas. "Make your plans now to listen, phone In
Your request and make your_contributIon to the Heart
Fund during WDIA's Heart Fund Request Ball Feb. 25
from 8:30 p.m. to 12 midnight, requests the station. In
the above photo are volunteer workers and officials of
the Memphis Heart association. The photo was made dur-
ing the kick-off dinner at the Sarah Brown Branch EIVCA
several Sundays ago. Left-right are, W. F. "BM" Nabors,
Chairman Louis B. Hobson, Ben G. Olive, Jr., A. C. Wil-
liam, Dr. James Culbertson, president of the Memphis
Heart Association, W. C. "Bill" Weather, Howard Jackson,
Mrs. Alma Booth, Thomas Durham, executive director of
Memphis Heart Association, Rev. E. W. Williamson, and
Mrs. Marguerete Turner.
Ambassador-Elect
\ To Finland Rowa
San Fernando NAACP
Led By Ex-Memphian
A former Memphian. Mrs. I a student at Filmore Eleman-
Georgia Beckwith Taylor, was tary school.
recently installed as president Mrs. Taylor is the daughter
of the San Fernando Valles: of Mr. and Mrs, George Beck-branch of the NAACP in Cali- with of 1858 Freemont, Mem-
fornia and will serve a two-
year-term.
The guest speaker for the
t•rvice was Joseph Stanley
Sanders, a senior at Whittier
college, Whittier, Calif., and
winner of a Rhodes scholar-
ship to England.
Mrs. Taylor attended Porter
Elementaiy school, Booker T
Washington high and Hender-
son college and was president
of the Magnolia Street School
PTA.
Since moving to Pacoima,
Calif., she,. has attended Las i
Angeles Bpsiness and Valley
colleges anB the Anthony Re.,
Estate school.
IN REAL ESTATE
After working for thr,••
years as secretary of the
Fernando branch of the 'M-
CA, she is • now employed as
a security force officer with
the Van Nuys General Motors
corporation.
The Taylors have five chil-
dren. The Oldest, Dorothy, is
junior majoring in psycholo-
gy at Whittier college; Joseph,
is a senior at San Fernando
High school, Bente Ann and
Georgina attend Maclay Jun-
ior high and Vicki Louisa is
MRS. GEORGIA B. TAYLOR
phis.
She has announced her
theme for the year as "Edu-
cation Leads To The Truth."
Mrs. Taylor will announce her
program for the year after
returning from the Southern
Regional Area Conference at
Palm Springs, Calif., in ses:
sion on Feb. 22, 23.
"Universal Life Holds
,1 Addresses UHF 40th Annual Meeting
BOOKER T. LITTLE
Memphis BSCP Elects Officers For Next Three Years
special meetings with mem-
bers of this division, to dis-
cuss the new union agree-
ments, which request shorter
work hours and an increase in
pay, which is a follow-up of
"The - Future Belongs To
Those Wtio Prepare For It"
was the topic forcefully and
vividly discussed by Universal
Life's Preiident, A. M. Walker,
in his report to stockholders
at the 40th Annual meetingto Finland.
held February 8.Rowan was banquet speak- The President's report re-•r at the 17th annual con- 
vealed ways and means byterence of the National Alum- 
which Universal Life has en-ni Council of the United Negro deavored to prepare for the fu.College Fund in the Hotel ture security of its stockhold-Statler-Hilton, last Saturday,.
.ers, employees and the insur-Feb. 9. He urged the alumni ing public. Facts supportingrepresentatives and the 
stu-i the worth of these endeavorsdent delegates of the 32 UNCF
member colleges to encouragel
under-graduates to embrace 
a Visit Social Secuglobal point of view.
Rowan has been serving as
the Emergency Board appoint- Deputy Assistant Secretary
ed by President Kennedy in for Public Affairs for the
January for the purpose of Department of State since
settlement between Railroad 1961. A native of Tennessee,
and Pullman Companies and he began his career as a
Unions, journalist and author on the
McNeal was also reelected to news staff of the Minneapolis
the U. S. Senate from the State Tribune in 1948. His best-
of Missouri. known books are: "South ofAnniversary of civil right, legislation,BSCP is a strong advocate Freedom," "The Pitiful andthe Proud." "Go South to Sor-
row" nd 
 Till N t
mei Charles Cooper, H. Fletch-
er, J. B. Johnson, Tom Elbert
and President Watson all ex-
ecutive board members.
The International vice pres-
ident of BSCP, T. D. McNeal,
is scheduled to visit Memphis
sometime in March to hold
PTA Council To
Celebrate 5th
Shelby County PTA Coun-
cil has made plans to celebrate
its fifth annual Founder's Day
during a fellowship luncheon
Saturday, Feb. 23 at Caple-
ville High School, located on
Shelby Drive at Malone no.,
awaitex
Year," a biography of JackieSengstacke To Robinson. He was introduced
to the banquet audience by
Address Clergy dent of UNCF's Spelman col-Dr. Albert E. Manley, presi-
lege in Atlanta.
As president of the Council,
Mrs. Ernestine E. Brazeal,
Spelman alumna and alumnae
men 
of 
secretary, welcomed the 800
will be guest attending the banquet.
Memphis Other banquet speakers were
Interde- Lawrence J. MacGregor, of
students at Owen college. nominational Ministers Alli- .--lSummit, N. J. national cam-
A I
NEW YORK Amer-
lean young people must ex-
tend their thinking beyond
their college campuses and
their own home towns, accord-
ing to Carl T. Rowan, United
States Ambassador
-Designate
were also presented.
Of significant interest was
the growth in assets reflect-
ed during the past year, and
the capital and surplus ac-
count which is now more than
$3,000,000. Assets are more
than $23,800,000.
An old line legal reserve
company, Universal Life op-
erates in nine states. Its home
office here in Memphis is lo-
cated at 480 Linden Avenue
at Wellington street.
All officers and directors
were re-elected for 1963.
rity
Office In The Afternoon
An Explosion
of
Live Ste
A at of live steam ex-
plodes, while the rice is
• still in its husk, driving
natural vitamins and miner-
als deep into each whit.
grain. The result ins totally
new rice ... high in food
value with a fresh new
flavor. Try it.
RICELAND
VITAqrain
biIP RICE
ciety.
Mr. Chapman was elected
a member of LeMoyne's Honor Make Dean's eon may be obtained from Officers to be installed in-
Editor Wins Award
The Memphis Unit of the
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
Porters elected officers for the
next three years during a
recent meeting. Elected pres-
ident was Bennie L. Watson,
who has been chairman of the
executive board for the last
15 years. The Memphis Unit is
affiliated with AFL-CIO and
CIC. Watson and his wife live
at 337 N. Decatur at.
Floyd S. Newman, 1083 Col-
lege St., who has been secre-
tary-treasurer for the last 13
years, was reelected for a term
which will end in 1965. He is
also a businessman and pro-
moter of the Railroad Busi-
ness club. Newman's territory
last year was from Chicago,
north thru Canada with St.
Paul, Minn., as his headquar-
ters. This year his territory is
from Chicago to Florida and
west to California with head-
quarters in Memphis.
Booker T. Little was ap-
pointed reporter and chairman
of the Memorial Committee.
He and his wife live at 121
N. Rembert St.
List At O wen ' Mrs. Margaret Holmes is kits, mar: president; Elmer M. '
announces the Council presi- t nstallatiodent Mrs. Mary Ann Wrus-
chen. The program is sched- Officers and chair
uled to start at 11 a.m. committees for 1963The featured speech is ex- installed when thepected to be delivered by
Rev. Fred C. Lofton, dean of and Shelby County
Shelby County high school.Sengstacke, general manager of College Fund, served as mas-
students. Tickets to the lunch- the Tri-State Defender. ter of ceremonies.
logs, so the social security
people recommend an after-
noon visit to those who would
'like prompt service.
local any PTA for $1.50 each. dude Revs. John Charles 
Mic-High Court Won t 1-1president of Capleville PTA. tin, vice president; Henry L.
. Ezra Ford is the school's prin-
1 lege were named to the Dean's'in charge of publicity. Barnett Contempt AppealFor Column Writing 
Four students at Owen col- .
'capes Mrs. Cleora Gibbs is P. Gonya Hentrei, L. A. Ham-
Starkes, secretary; Roy Love, B
.blin and C. E. Young, viceList on the basis of grades
achieved during the Fall Se- — jpresidents at large; 0' al WASHINGTON — (UPI)
Clydia Shaw, Charlie Folsom Corry Observes ' James M. Lawson, correspond-,—0 Boothe, assistant secretary; The Supreme Court re-mester, they are: Hettie Wall.
and Geraldine Mason. ,ing secretary; W. E. Ragsdale) fused to review a civil
The Dean's List consists of Founders ay 'treasurer; Samuel D. Rudder,the names of students who; devotional leader, and T. C.
have carried not fewer thanj Founders Day was observed Lightfoot, parliamentarian.
fifteen semester hours and by the Corry Junior High Committee chairman include
whose grade point average is
not less than 2.30, with no
grade less than "C."
JoAnn Hammonds, Georgia
Hunter, Sarah Martin, Peggy
Jack s o n, Melodee Riley,
Charles Cabbage, Jearlean Da-
vis, Harry Douglas and Shir-
ley McLin are students whose i dent of the Corry PTA, and les, social and recreation; J. M.
grade point average for not Joseph Atkins principal of Hill, membership and Law-
fewer than fifteen semester the school. rence F. Haygood, memorial.
hours is 2:00, with no grade -
of less than "C." They com-
prise the Honor Roll.
The next three months will
be the busiest for the social
security district office in
Memphis. More people retire
and claim retirement payments
in January, February, and
March than at any other time
during the year.
Since the social security of-
fice can't hire and train extra
help just for this temporary
period, they point out certain
things that retiring workers
can do to help speed up the
service they get from social
security.
One thing that helps is to
call ahead and find out what
day and time is best to come
in. The social security office
doesn't make appointments
but they can advise which day
and hour is best to visit the
office. Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday are usually good
ear
Notwithstanding'
Thaddeus T. Stokes, editor
of the Tri-State Defender, was
notified earlier this week that
he had won the Mound City
Press Club's 1962 Journalism
Award for Column Writing.
The award will be present-
ed to Stokes during the Press
Club's 12th annual Awards
Banquet at the Statler-Hilton
hotel in St. Louis, Mo. Friday,
Feb. 22, announces Carl E.
Morris, general chairman of
the affair.
The award-winning column
written by Stokes is "Not-
withstanding" which appears
on the editorial page of the
'Fri-State Defender, each week.
Headquarters for the Mound
City Press Club is in St. Louis.
po BY BUS 
 
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
School PTA on Wednesday,
Feb. 13 in the school's cafe-
torium, and the speaker for
the occasion was Mrs. M. S.
Draper, membership chairman
of the Tennessee Congress of
Parents and Teachers.
Mrs. D. Simmons is presi-
DELIVERY
SERVICE
DISAP-
POINTING?
Call
Revs. D. S. Cunningham, pro-
gram; J. C. Richardson, fi-
nance; J. A. McDaniel, educa-
tion; Loyce Patrick, transpor-
tation; H. H. Jones, proposition
and requests; P. G. Hentrel,
CIVIC and race relations; W. H.
Brewster, publicity; S. B. Ky-
Male Ynuse:f HaTW
ORIOLE DRUCalit For
FAST, FREE, CITY WIDE
514 MISSISSIPPI
DELIVERY ON PRESCRIPTIONS, DRUGS,
AND SUNDRY NOTIONS
Phemoss WH 24721 WH 8-9255i
contempt finding against
Mississippi Gov. Ross R.
Barnett and 15 other court
actions in the James H. Mere-
dith case.
The 5th U.S. Circuit Court
mated civil contempt by ob-
structing the orders to admit
Meredith. No penalties were
set at that time, however.
Later the Justice Depart-
ment at the circuit court's
direction filed criminal con-
tempt proceedings against the
two state officers.
In general, criminal con-
tempt charges ask for punish-
of Appeals in New Orleans rnent of some past action.
took the actions last Septem- Civil contempt is designed to
ber and October during the compel obedience to a court
fight by Meredith, to enter the order.
previously all-white universi-j The petition for review act-
ty of Mississippi. ed on was filed by Mississippi
The court of appeals found Atty. Gen. Joe T. Patterson
that Barnett and Lieut. Gov. and six special assistant at-
Paul B. Johnson Jr. had coin- torneys general.
Got a cold? 666 cold medicine will
NOW TREAT ALL
COLD SYMPTOMS
666 gives extra-fast decongestant action because it's
liquid, no waiting to dissolve. Keeps you "regular" too.
There are 5 major symptoms of a
I cold: stuffiness, achiness, fever,
I constipation, and general "sick-
feeling." 666, the time-tested and
proven cold medicine, fights all 5.
No "one-ingredient" product can
do this. 666 was made especially
for colds ...and only for colds. It
really works!
The fast decongestant action of
666 works through the blood
stream ... reaching places where
ease drops and sprays can't pos-
sibly reach. Its gentle laxative ac-
tion keeps you "regular" during
this critical time. The unexcelled
effectiveness of 666 hal been
proven to thousands of users.
When you hsve • cold, take
666, end see whet real relief can be
like. Satisfaction gumrentesd
or your money beck. At all drug
counters, only 49f. If you prefer
tablets, take 666 cold tablets ...
same fast relief. Convenient and
economical, too.
There is another advantage
to calling ahead before a visit
to the social security office.
The social security people need
certain records, such as proof
of age, and 1962 earnings,
from people who claim benefit
payments. Some people need
to bring one thing and some
another. It's better to find out
ahead of time what to bring
in.
Everybody who works for
wages should bring their 1962
witholding tax statements.
Self-employed people should
bring copies of their 1962 in-
come tax returns.
Some documentary evidence
is needed for proof of age.
Most people have an old in-
surance policy, family Bible,
or other old record that can
be used, but often forget to
take them to the social security
office when they claim ben-
efits. Others go to considerable
effort to get a delayed birth
certificate. This is often unnec-
ecessary. If you will call the so-
cial security office before you
go in and tell them what age
records you have, they can
tell you which of them to
bring.
The social security district
office in Memphis is at 1328
Monroe. The telephone num-
ber is JAckson 5-8831.
COMPARE AT 49c
GOLDEN THIMBLE
COTTON PRINTS
25c
yard
Wash and wear cottons
in geometries, flora's,
novelties and border
prints. Bright beginning
for your new wardrobe.
W. T. Grant Downtown i
Main At Game
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THE
REV.
t
—SPEAKS
T OMAS P IGE
"Take us the foxes,
the little foxes that spoil
our vines: for our vines
haver tender grapes"
Song of Solomon 2:15
TIME FOR REASON
la the saner moments of
oni's life, he always looks
be& to try to find reason for
certain behavior. He always
tries to account for certain
behavior at certain points in
come in and sapped the very
his life. This is not something essence out of all that was
that has recently begun. Man have destroyed the possibili-
has always wanted to go some- potentially good in us. They
where when the battle was ties our bearing the fruit of
which God had held us re-
sponsible. We have lost all
sense of stwardship. We have
lost our sense of responsibility
to our brother and the world.
These little foxes have de-
stroyed the life-giving chan-
nels in our lives and ruled
us Ineffective in all that we
do and say. We have been
reduced from man in the
image of God to empty shells
because of these little foxes.
God had originally designed
these grapevines to produce
grapes. In the same token he
our lives and we admire them
for their beauty. But while we
are admiring them, they are
doing the one thing that their
nature dictates—destroying.
LITTLE DESTROYERS
Sometimes these "little fox-
es" come to us in trms of
appetites for things that will
make of us less than the
in mind now a man who 
AME Toperson we could be. I have
leading schools of the • United Expand Edificegraduated from one of the
States but lately his sole aim
in life is to get drunk. The
more alcohol he can put into
his system the happier he is.
Now after two years, the
man who used to be so im-
maculate in dress and speech bration last Sunday.has become one of the most
The featured sermon was de-
the 
and vulgar men of
livered by Rev. P. E. Brooks,streets of Memphis. When
questioned about his condition Pastor of Smother's Chapel
he answers, "I attended a CME church. His congregation!
accompanied him.fraternity meeting some years
ago and tasted the stuff— The church's Ever - Ready'
ever since that night I have club has made plans to cele-
never been able to get enough brate its sixth anniversary
of the stuff." during a program scheduled
This little fox came into for 3 p. m. Sunday, Feb. 24,,
his life and took all of the Mrs. Julia Pleas who is presi-,
manhood out of him. And now dent of the club, announced.
though living he is just as Mrs. Annie M. Swazey was,
dead as he will ever be. general chairman of the 62nd'
Not only is this true in anniversary celebration. Rev. i
this instance but it is equally R. L. McRae is the church's•
true in other lives. Countless pastor.
other men and women have 
allowed the "little foxes" to
come into their lives and de- 'Wings Over Jordan9 ,Aifice at Vance and Orleans
stroy their real reason for was begun. A Negro arehitec-
being. We look over the great: 0" 'oral firm drew the plans, and
panorama of mankind and wei o Give Concert Here a Negro contractor erected the
see men and women who have; The famous "Wings Ove 
building, which today, with
a pile of debris our very souls
are moved and sometimes we
wonder if we coudd possibly
have been capable of such a
mass of disorder. But there
it is—right there before our
very eyes. We see what we
have dons when we have in-
vited the little foxes into our
lives and dominate all they
touch.
These little things have
In the hearts of men. When
we allow the 'little foxes' to
come into our lives whether
consciously or unconsciously
and destroy us we fail God! •
PROUD MOMENT — Mortgage-burning ceremonies were
conducted two Sundays at historic St. John Baptist Church
on Vance. Rev. A. McEwen Williams, pastor. The min-
isters, church officers, and representative members took part
In the historic act. The burning of the mortgage indicated
that the 600-member congregation had completed paying
Ward Chapel AME church,
1125 S. Parkway East, raised
$700 toward purchasing prop-
erty adjoining the church, dur-
ing its 62nd anniversary cele-
A financial triumph for the
approximately SOO - member
congregation of St. John Bap-,
tist church was highlighted
with a traditional mortgage-
burning ceremony two weeks
ago.
Rev. A. McEwen Williams,
under whose leadership the
congregation undertook the
construction of a new half
million dollar church at the
Vance Avenue location, pre-
sided at the mortgage burning.'
Rev. Williams thanked andl
congratulated the officers and
members of the historic church,1
which has moved only three'
times in its history. sta
lished almost a hundred years
ago, the original St. John con-
gregation assembled in their
own edifice at Popular and
,
Fourth.
Later the group moved to a
site on Lauderdale Street be-
tween Jefferson and Court. In
1952 construction of the church
been ambitious to the extent' -or r grounds and furnishings is val-J aan Ensemble of Los ued in excess of half a millionthat nothing else matters.
They have run over people— Angeles, Calif., is appearing dollars.
destroyed them in efforts to at the Community Temple atiH Or. R. Q. Venson, chairman
h 3MdStorium, un ay, arc ,reach their goals only to reach di of the church's building corn-
a period of maturity down the1084 E. McLemore, 8 O'Cloek rri,ttee, financial committee, and;
beeause,p.m. The public is invited toroad and there weep i trustee board, credited the St.
their lives have been so fruit- hear this concert. The concert John congregation's cooperative,
less. But it is happening every;is sponsored by The Lake-;spirit and pride in ownership
day. I view Missionary Baptist with enabling them to pay for
,church. 
MORE FOXES
The "little foxes" come into Rev. C. A. Lucas is pastor
our lives in terms of hate, of the sponsoring church.
greed, prejudice, ambition, and
and the like and we find our-
over and lick his wounds.
One of the most-heard
phrases of today—"if I just
had my life to live over"—
gives evidence that we have
had our shortcomings along
the way. Of times consciously
or unconsciously things have
crept into our lives that we
did not want there. But oft-
times these same things gave
us such joy that we would
not dare depart with them.
They turn out to be the 'little
foxes' that destroy our lives,
our effectiveness and our in-
sioht. has designed us to be fruit-
'Many times these "little red ful in all areas that His king-
bushy tails things" come into dom might become a reality
•
St.Ward Chapel  John Congregation
their church two and a half
years ahead of time.
He pointed out that the St.
John Baptist church mortgage
has been burned, the church's
bank account in a Negro insti-
tution is respectable, and that
long - range plans for taking
care of other phases of the
church's growth and services
are in the making.
Participating in the mort-
gage - burning activities were
the church's officer., the pas-
tor, representatives of the old-
est and youngest members of
the church, and the various
auxiliaries.
selves becoming overzealous 
to the point that nothing else
matters. We run amuck over .
trying to accomplish certain I An inspirational monthly,
things in life, losing sight of musical program was given at ,
the real things of life trying to St. Peter Mission Baptist;
realize our little goals and,church at 1442 Gill last Sun- 1
find that our paths have been day.
strewn with blood, broken Rev. C. J. Gaston is pastor
dreams, heart aches and the and Miss Beverly Bankston
like. As we look back at such reporter.
Musical Sunday
Wherever the choice is
equal ... homemakers
choose FOREST HILL '183/4t
milk by an over-
whelming majority!
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tense's,*
"YOUR Company Mak•I Wise You Ask FOI And
Cr  Whet You Think Of"
In CHOIR &PULPIT
itt GOWNS
All Colors ond Color
Combinations
adgas for Uslwrs and
Organizations
CHUAN FURNITURE DEPT.
Pulpit, Pros, (mat. Tables
Lowest Prises Ayoilobla
WRITE FOR FREE (51(1.05
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 N St., N.E. 77 Alabama St., SAC
Washington 2, D.C. Atlanta 3, Georgia
Can You Tie That?
BELLEVILLE,
The vote on a proposal for a
township tax increase wound
up 8,160-8,160.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
••WISFRF FOLKS (INF YOU
Gar MURMURS
SERVICE"
c) Complete Fountain
SERVICE Cosmetics
s mod.
% Jewelry
550 VANCE
PHARMACY
Fast
Free
Delivery
Pho JA  68112 JA 6-9120
BROOK'S
LAUNDRY
WE PICK UP AND DELIVER ANYWHERE
IN THE CITY
• SHIRT'S
. DAMP WASH
• FLUFF DRY
"WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN OUR FIELD"
for their church edifice two and a half years ahead of time.
The church, with all its physical equipment is valued in ex-
cess of half million dollars. Shown above, from left to
right: Mr. Leroy Williams, long-time St. John officer, Rev.
Williams in pulpit, Mrs. Alberta Fowler. seated, Mr. Rufus
Thomas, member, Clarence Morgan, and Johnie E. Jones.
Local Zetas Observe
Finer Womanhood Week
The Alpha Eta Zeta chapter
of Zeta Phi sorority, inspired,
and historically refreshed from
its recent celebration of Found-
era Day, is observing its an-
nual Finer Womanhood Week
which began Sunday, Feb. 17.
Spearheading this week of
full time activities is Soror
Erma L. Clanton, who was tea-1
tured on "The Spotlight" pro-
gram last Sunday. She read,
the stirring reading, "I Am An
American," written by Dr. R.
Q. Venson. She has selected
for her committee a dyniqmic,
group of sorors who have
helped to make this celebra-;
tion a week of memorable ac-
tivities.
Monday the sorors met at
he new YWCA for a Re-pledge;
Service. The ceremony was!
planned by Soror Velma Mc-
Christon.
Tuesday all sorors sent "Just
thinking of you" cards to Ami-
cae (Friends of Zeta) and peo-
ple who were ill, as "Los Woman Nearly
Books for children collected at
Cheerios" day was observed.
the recently held Founder's
day program were given to
Jesse Mahan Center in mem-
ory of the late Soror Hazel'
Pyles. Soror Mildred Horne
was chairman of the commit-
tee.
Wednesday night will link
in fellowship the Zetas with
the Amicae, an organization
that lends assistance, dignity
and influence to the sorority.
Soror C. Harris is chairman of
this committee.
Thursday night will give
Zetas a chance to meditate
and relax at home.
Friday night Zetas and
guest* will relax and have fun
at an "Informal Hour" at the
home of Soror Mildred Hone.
Soror Juanita Lewis is chair-
man of the committee.
l'he most rewarding activity
planned for the week will be
held Saturday as Zetas will
take all of the youngsters from
Goodwill Home to a Howling
Party planned by Soror Eliza-
beth Durham.
In keeping with its national
project of helping to prevent
juvenile delinquency, Zetas
will join other panelists on
WDIA Sunday, Feb. 24, as
Sorors Mildred Horne and Lor-
etta Kateo speak on "Brown
America Speaks." Forum re-
garding some phase of juvenile
delinquency.
Itches To Death
"'Nearly iiched to den th
yerin.Tbos !Iowa a
new wonder crews. Now
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ANNUAL DINNER of the Holida) Height Bible School and the school's PTA
was held Jointly at the Nimrod R. Tucker Ladies Lounge, 541 Vance Ave., last
Saturday evening. The Bible school was started at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Angus Buchanon in May 1961. It started with six members. It has grown to 47.
The school has also acquired • Hammond organ. Last year the school organized
s 
• •seaaa;esistiieeesAassif;t,aaaae,saa4iarali
By C AR I. OTT A WATSON. line out again. I am so ashamed
Counselor because I am not popular.
B. T. W. High School Nervous. Tabor and Elizabeth Hill, your elers and the NHS QUARTET.
Dear Mrs. Watson Dear Nervous: Being popu- sophomore guest writers , Those installed were: Tom-
My best friend always ig- lar means nothing unless bringing you. the latest data miestine Jones, Carl . Johnson,it
around' Hamilton (the Great) Margie Blakemore, Walternores me when we are out is deserved. Stop worrying, -s
Eva Durrett, Dorothy olHigh School. IBulls,with other people. When we about yourself and become a I
are togeth First we would like to pay Johnson, Barbara Lewis, Vat
-r 
(just the two of . more interesting person. Enter .
us) we get along beautifully i into school activities and try'tributes to our Great basket- erie Walls, Albert Walker,ball team for winning the Hannah Cavineas, and Eu-and enjoy each others com-ito excel in them so folks will
game between Hamilton and gene Hunter. The guests were
entertained in the library.
STRANGE AS IT SEEMS:
Jimmy Hudson is very much
sought after. Howard Wrister
is definitely under lock and
key. Bobbie Brown and Earn-
estine Anthony are unpredict-
able. Charles Bowers is two
thirds Casonova. Lonnie Lat-
ham has a girl namely Lucy
Knox. John Jordan is toying
with fire. The Bose Novas are
out of sight. Dan Hancock has Lue Bekk Fields and
lost some of his glitter to a Clyde ReedDear Mrs. Watson: I am • Dear Embarrassed: Just re-
club. certain junior. The Lions are Mondella Suggs and14 and have never been member she is just as shy and -
Anita Stewart is running for driving toward that Champion- John Jordanasked to a dance. I have lotsl nervous waiting for you to Miss Jubilette. ship with Coaches Spillers andof girl friends and the boys! speak . . so please do. A TOP SOPHOMORES Johns at the steering wheel.simple approach is the best
Sheryl Tucker, Carolyn Mc- Claudette Tucker walked home
alone. Melvin Harris arid
Carolyn Lewis are holding —
tight to each other. Crystal
Hall so sources around Manas-
sas 
doesn't have Ruebea Juvenile Judge
tell me. Frances Mitchell
and Valerie Walls seem 
t" Urges Students
• 
have a mutual friend.
•
DEFENDER
Its own PTA and chorus. Shown at the speaker's table are Buchanon. the found-
er, Clarence Powers, John Ware, an instructor, and I.. C. Brewer: also shown are
Miss Hattie P. Faulkner, president of the chorus: and Mrs. Christine White,
head of the women's department. and .tudriits as well as parents.
LESTER NEWS
are nice to me. The guys just
won't ask me out. I am good
in sports and am not fat or
ugly. The first dance I , at-
tended I had to ask the boy
to take me. He never asked
admire you for your abilities
, and be proud to take you
places.
- Deskr Mrs. Watson: I lin
having trouble which I think
most teenage boys have. I
just can't bring myself to ask
a girl out on a date. I want
to date, in fact I am dying
to go out. I just freeze When
I want to ask for a date. This
is the first time I have really
been interested in girls, so
please help me. Embarrassed.
so try this one for 'size.' "You
would make my Saturday
night more fun by going with
me to the high school dance,
how about it?"
•
•
lathy. But when anyone jams,
us he acts like I am not
around. This just makes me
feel awful. Been Loved., ,-
Dear Been Loved: Your
friend is trying too hard to
make a favorable impression
on others while he is creating
an unfavorable one with you.
Tell him honestly that this
trait of his annoys you and
give him the opportunity to
prove himself a true and loyal
pal.
MITCHELL
HIGH NEWS
Here we are again, your
two roving reporters, Pat
and Len, to let you in on a
few little bits of news and
who knows what.
SPOTLIGHT:
Each week the black and
invest her whole heart in a
small love transaction.
"Services" will be held for
Pat Levais, Pall bearer: Lamar
a ace.
Excellent opportunity for a
young man with a strong
gold lime light shines upon a heart. D. A. M.
noticable Tiger( This week it Contest:
is glittering tqaon Miss Faye Remember that Patricia
White. She resides at 3356 Cummings is still a contestant
Rochester Road with her in the Miss Mid-South Contest.,
guardians, Mr. and Mrs. Her- Please send in all Ballots for
bert Lee Lester, Sr.
On campus Faye is secre-
tary of the Junior Class, presi-
dent of the FBLA, and a
RECEIVING A PLAQUE for "meritorious
service." as the founder of the Hamilton PTA.
Is Harry T. Cash ;right), principal of Ham-
ilton High school. Presenting the plaque I,
- - —
Henry Neale. teacher and charter member:::
and Mrs. Maxine S. Draper. president of the
PTA.
BTw
 DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL
NOTES SCHOOL ROUNDUP
By JOSEPH YOUNG
By ORA DOUGLAS club sweetheart and Mrs. se,.
, Hello guys and dolls, these die Murphy was selected ag.and WILLIAM FLEMINGare your guest writers Colori-1 club mother.
'dine Richards, and Bertha Pur-1i Hi there! We're back again
. dy, bringing you some of the to fill you in on the latestNow that the cold snow has to as the lovers' den, I wonder,latest haps around the War- around Douglass.!netted away, here is the hot why? Azell Smith do you have rior's campus. So, come along BASKETBALLnews that was hidden under-
neath.
ASSEMBLY:
The National Honor Society
had their induction services
last Friday. The speaker was
Prof. Louis B. Hobson, prin-
cipal of Manassas High School.
Music was rendered by Mrs.
Jones of Manassas and herI •
Hi there, this is Barbara: members, also by Mrs. San-
HAMILTON
HIGH
NEWS
By
By ROSIE TABOR and
MYRTLE HANKINS
Manassas. We would like to
inform you that boys you
plgyed a wonderful game, and
keep up the good work.
THE WAY HEARD IT:
Barbara Thomas has power
where Charles Ingram is con-
cerned.
Beverly Wells is the most
attractive girl in the sopho-
more class.
Sheryl Tucker is sure to be
a hostess for the prom.
Spencsr Goodman has a fan
any competition with anyone?
Mattie Harley seems to keep
quiet for some reaeon, could
it be an old love is returning?
Christine Adair do you have
any comp'? Tornmiestine Jones
why are you known as Miss
Postman? Cordelia Porter and
Eddie Walsh are lovers' of
1968? Claudette Tucker are
you holding down Richard
Jones as well as you think?
Charles Paulk have you made
your choice?
TOPS AROUND CAMPUS:
Nadine Jones, Richard Jones,
Rosetta McKinney, Charles
Wright, Bennie Jones, Edna
Faulkner, Carol Morris, John
Miller, Loretta Durrett, Judy
Phillips, Clyde Reed, and!
Stoney Willett.
TOP TUNES: Any Way You
Wanna, Up On The Roof,
Don't Make Me Over.
COUPLES OF THE WEEK: 1,
Willie Fuller and
Huddle Taylor
Dallas McClough and
Froestine Ivory
Cordelia Porter and
Eddie Walsh.
UNTIL NEXT WEEK:
B.C.N.U. • special message
to bad. GOOD LUCK ON THE
ELECTION*
this menu to submit for her te o Live Right,Lillian Matthews gave nw T
with us into tile land of the
Warriors.
Public Notice- There were
t w o assemblies held in t he
B. T. Hunt Gym, Feb. 13-14, on
Negro History Week a n d
Crime Prevention Week. The
guest speakers were Nat D.
Williams and Judge Elizabeth
McCain.
Spotlight—This week's spot-
light falls on a beautiful and
stately young lady. She is a
member of the 12-12 class of
Booker T. Washington, under
the instruction of Mrs. M.
White. We are talking about
the charming Miss Beverly
Bankston.
Miss Bankston resides with
her parents Mr. and Mrs., W.
T. Bankston, 1111 College St.
In religious life Miss Banks;
ton is a member of St. Peter
Baptist Church, where she is
secretary of the Sunday School,
Director of the Youth Choir
and reporter.
Around the Campus Miss
Bankston is a member of the
Senior Glee club, Deb-Teen
Society and President of both
the Senior Band and her Home-
room Class. Miss Bankston is
also a member of the W. D. I.
A. Teen Town Singers. After
graduation she wishes to enter
A. M. & N. college where she
will major in Biology. So, hats
off to an outstanding and in-
telligent young lady, Miss Bev-
erly Jean Bankston.
Tops around the Campus-
Betty Duncan, Kenneth Por-
ter, Cathy Gibson, Oscar Reed,
Dorothy Saulsberry, Alferdo
Vernado, Johnny Hunt, Bobbie
Ester, Eddie Richards, Brenda
Boddie, Ronald Cranford, Aub-
rey Lumpkins, Roy (Tiger)
Jones, Alma Thomas, Beverly
Jeffery, 
science now, and plans toBeverly Bankston and Leon,
attend Lincoln University af-Jones are really tight. Herman ter  graduation.
,Thomas. who has your heart Religiously she is a mem-
.
I now. Mary Foote has a new, her of East Trigg Baptist
'lover, namely (U. P.) 
•Church pastored by Rev. W. H.Joe Ingram (Ham.) is it real-
ly Edna Rankins you want?
Aubrey Howard, is it true
that you and Emery Summer-
set aren't making it now?
I Watch out girls Aubrey is on
the loose.
Jeanette Rainey, which one
is it, L. C., Z. N., or L. T.?
Charles Griffin and Carolyn
Last Wednesday the Lester
Lions trounced the Devils
57-25 in the Lester gymna-
sium. Lacking ace, Roosevelt
I Shelton, the Devils played a
tight first half, but the Lions
came back and completely
dominated the second half.
SONS OF DOUGLASS
Last Thursday the S.O.D.
Club presented its annual va-
lentine's program. On the
program there was a panel
consisting of representatives
from other clubs on the cam-
pus. The discussion was Boys,
Girls, and Dates.
Also on the program Kath-
ryn Smith was selected as
Bridgewater
Teen News
By
Earlie Biles
VALENTINE'S DANCE .
Last Thursday the junior
class presented their annual.
Valentine's dance. Music was
furnished by Dick "Cane'.
Cole. The Dance was a swing-
ing and successful affair.
TIDBITS
The Del Royalette Club is'
planning to be the most popu-
lar club in the city, but with
Vertis Worsham and others:
in this club it is destined to
beLoais friiliams is saying that
James Smith (Man.) needs her
companionship badly.
Tyrant Moore is seeking the '
title of "Mr. Cool."
Those faces that Emily
Brown has been making have
to go.
We're wondering what a
certain sophomore would do
if she lost Sidney Brown.
Someone said that Andrew
Hall and Mary Malone aren't
so strong since Willie Mae
(B.T.W.) entered the picture.
It seems as though McAr-
thur Henderson is. losing his '
touch with the young ladies.
(What is Donna doing to
him?)
Abe Cummings must be try-
ing to impress Lola, because
all of a sudden he's getting
his lesson.
Andre Harris can't seem to •
make up her mind whether
she likes Joshua or Robert.
MELROSE
REVIEW
By PATRICIA SCOTT and
FAYE WEAVER •
Hello, everyone these are
your favorite columnists corn- '
ing to you with the latest •
dope of the great Metre:03e
High School.
This week I would like to'
introduce a new columnist
Faye Weaver, and we hope-
Brewster, where she sings in that she will remain with us.
the choir. SPOTLIGHT:
CHATTER BOX This week our spotlight falls
Is Minnie Mullins still the on a student, who is a member'
No. 2 girl on Mabone Hodges' of the N.H.A., the Science%top 4.
Veris Watkins and A2c Way- She is also one of the school's
Club, and an STS student.-
mon Dorsey are- going steady Junior pianists. She resides
and are listening for their at the residence of 837 Jo-her. wedding bells.
Erma Bonds and George ents Mr. and Mrs. Brown,
sephine Street with her par-JUST FOR YOU , 
Hamilton. Shs was selected ! pel starlets. Abner Jay and . The judge issued her chal-'Blackburn are tight.
Wilson are "whipping," and She is Miss Gloria Brown,
A certain young girl (M.D.) as sophomore attendant to the 
the Refuge Temple Choir will lenee with the statement. "II Claudia Griffin admires a
talks of nothing but Hamilton, 
Football Queen. She is none . appear as the featured singers will ask for a record to be kept certain senior, namely (TM.)
Bonnie Williams and Syl- room. Miss Brown is a won-
the feeling is 'pepper." a member of the 10-5 home-member of the Gracious La- especially (R.13.) better known She resides at her mime with day.
other than Miss Angela Davis, "TV Gospel Time" on Sun- lof the number of Booker Ts How about that Claudia?
vestzr Wright had a swell derful leader and has a most
dies club. She is a member as Dicky. i 
Feb. 24, over Station 
.Washington High School stua Jackie Bradfield's charm is
of the 11-1 homeroon under By popular demand, the 
her parents, Mi. and Mrs. CS WMCT, Channel 5, at 9 a.m
L. ijdVIS. So hais off to Miss Cleveland will offer the in-
: ' dent s who are brought to Ju . I really working on a certain Valentine Ball Wow:
venile Court over a stipulated young man. Keep up the goodi Bettye Dandrige is becom- 
TpiReIaBsiunTgErrsonality.. the instruction of Mrs. Fannie Qualifications of a nice young Ang_la Davis. spirational "He's Coming Back I • • .mg a stone popping whip. Our tribute this week is to
Woodson, man are as follows: SO UNTIL, teEXT TIME, Again," the Gospel Starlets
. 
.period. And I want to see how Jackie.
many Washington students will Larry Smith. are you really WEATHER REPORT our wonderful basketball
Religiously, she is an Sc- I, Handsome, WE'LL B.C.N.U. 
Sleeting; Pearle Bites and team. Monday of this week
live member of' the Walker
James Morris. we dsfeated the so called
Memorial Christian church,
Cold: Elizabeth Wilson and great B.T.W. and the Wed-
where she adds her voice to
Clyde Brooks. nesday of this week we de-
the youth choir.
Raining: Carolyn Herring feated the Carver Cobras. So
After graduation she plans
and Clinton Prescott. we say to our wonderful team
to attend Memphis State (ins- 
Sunny: Emma Donellson and keep up the good work.
versa.), to further study her
Tommye Harvey. ITEMS OF INTEREST:
high school majors, home eco- 
Warm: Charles Anderson Isn't it amazing how sonie
nomics and math.
and Ruth Dorsey. people manage to be so cool?
A tip of your hats ladies
Hot: Florine Carpenter and Faye Weaver is a heartbreak-
and gents for this most de-
Arthur Liggins. Cr. Sweetpea won't play un-
serving young lady.
TOP JAZZETTES less you are there, so please
SPORTS
Beatrice Bonds and . Clyde come Lydia. Gloria is still
Friday. February 1, the Ti-
thinking of Odell. Rose D.,
gers played a very trying Brooks.
Joyner and Lester why did you tell everyone
game against the Capleville
that you were in the Ilth
Lions. The Tigers Defeated
the Lions by a total of 3 Bowden, executive secretary
points, of the Tennessee Federation
TO WHOM IT MAY Of Democratic Leagues, Inc.,
CONCERN ; was among persons attend-
The Lonely Hearts Club so-, ing the Emancipation Procla-
licits new members for 1963. mation Centennial celebration
Julia Thompson requests given by President and Mrs.
the services of a gunslinger Kennedy at the White House
to kill Joe Williams. last week.
Jacqueline Neal is looking Bowden, widely known in
for a great lver, preferably Tennessee, is employed by the
one with a T'-Bird. Correction Department of this
Vernita Deaner wishes to state.
2. Smooth Operating.
3 Money
Daniel, Marcine. Jones, Eliza-
beth Ann Hill, Deborah
Greene, Joyce Branch, -"Alice
Hayes, Dorothy Lanos, Don-
nie Harley, Sandra Williams,
Spencer Goodman, Reginald
Thompson, Robert Gill, Aaron
Franklin, Lorenzo Forrest, Ho-
ward Terry, Sidney Ford, Gar-
mer Currie, James Elmore and
Errol Johnson.
TOP COUPLES
all diet watchers: 4 rolls and
a grape drink. Tommie Ben-
i. Peggy Brown and Amos derson and Lonnie Latham
Miller. have become swinging seniors.
2. Mslvin Holmes and DoriOtella Harris has given up
•shirts and skirts for deck dress-
3.
Casey.  Williams yLe
o Gray and Patricia .aa•
GUESTS:
4. Shirley Hulon and Bethel The third floor is referred
Harris.
Louis Weddington. TV Gospel Time5. Madeleine Curry and
6. Barbara 'labor and Odell •••
o Present Singers
SPECIAL TRIBUTE
We would like to pay ape'- At 9 A.M. Sunday
cial tribute to one of the most
outstanding personalities at James Cleveland, the Gos-
A sobering challenge to be
aoss abiding was directed at the
I500-member Booker T. Wash-
ington High School student
body last Thursday morning
during an assembly to hear a
Crime Prevention Week Ob-
servance speaker.
The speaker was Juvenile
Court Judge Elizabeth McCain.
Judge McCain held the large
body of students and their
teachers almost spell-bound as
she gave them benefit of her
years of experience dealing
with juvenile delinquents and
helping youngsters generally
make suitable life adjustments.
resolve to make a one-day-at-
s-time decision an effort not
to commit any act of delin-
in love with love?
Fred Dorse, what happen be-
tween you and Iris Corpal?4. A car (not especially Melrose Band To Jay will sing "He's Mine, quency for that day ... and the Albert Fisher, have youthough). among the highlights of the dal. 
-'ter . . . each day for it- [found a new lover?These qualifications were Present Concert half-hour of gospel music. The self" around Lester, also Barbaravoted by the young ladies Refuge Temple Choir will join ;
,LAWLESSNESS Lewis.that attend Mitchell.
White House
Celebration
_
, The annual Melrose Band
Boosters 
convert  s 
awidt h "IT: ylp(y)u 11.= iWurnhir
High 
with Thelma Jones as soloist. 
i: handled more than 1,800 cases home.
, linvolving juvenile problems MI Patricia McCellan is it reallyBowden Attendspzir'Ofedmbeylrtohse Band
school will be presented in the her court. Approximately one D. C. Petties?Presented each Sunday at
Doug-school's gymnasium on Sun- tthis time over a,.group of 24 half of the cases involved Ned Dorothy Prachett and 
stations by the 
do 
children, although Negroes lass Bobo are getting tight.'day evening, March 3, start- television
• ing at 7. . not constitute one half of' Eunice Logan (Les.) and 
Jul.ai makers of Artra Cosmetics,
,ian Banks are getting together.conducting the hand w"` 'TV Gospel Time" brings to the Memphis population.
the screen nationally-known Judge McCain also noted Estella Harris is in the swingbe band 
director Richard 
Benton.NASHVILLE -- Willard '
Alma Chatman and L,oren- grade and knew that you were
that the majority of the Negro around around Lester, alsoGreen and Maurice Davis, concert end recording singers '. .
Sunday, March 3 in "God is Great," "Lift U
will he heard in "I'm Leaning
on His Promise" and "Lord,
Hear My Prayer," and Abner
. ,
1.) She issued her challenge aft- Patricia Wortham can't wait
This week the beaming rays
of our light is focused on one
of our very enthusiastic girls,
Carolyn Herring, daughter ot
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Herring of
1794 Greenview Circle.
Carolyn is a sophomore at
Pisgah in the homeroom of
Mr. Earnest Cole, where she
was crowned "Miss Mt. Pis-
gah" at the coronation ball,
Feb. 14, treasurer of the Glee
club, treasurer of the Student
Council, a member of the
Gracious Ladies Club, an NHA
member, and a majorette.
Carolyn is concentrating on
Your Heads, 0 Ye Gates,'
er observing that last year shelfor Sherman Yates to come
rose student, who is presently
former band member and Mel
-of inspirational music and
leading church choirs from .
delinquents were guilty of theiBaebara Lewis.
crime of larceny .. . with girls Jewel Berry and Gloria Clore Jones and Herbert got mad about my little tree
zo Dandridge. just in the 10th? Bobby E.
on the faculty of Rust College cbrsing Particularly conspicuous.Flemmings are one of the top Brooksvarious sections of the coun-at Holly Springs, Miss. Tstoorpys.try. • in the area of shoplifting. couples around the campus. _ 
— 
1The program will also fea- She expressed concern partic- There is a certain girl at
Lydia Campbell, Bottler
iture the glee club directed byl
Tshombe In France ularly over the Negro boys (F.B.H.) that meets R. Fa Free- Hospital For Congo ' House, Barbara Wilson, Diallebrought to her court. She ex- man's qualifications.
pressed worry over their atti- James Jones and Mattie Har THE HAGUE — (UPI) —
tudes. Too many, she observed, per are getting along just fine. The Netherlands will provide
Eddie Jones says he'll never 3 self-sustaining 50-bed boa-
give up, Earline Milan. Edgar pital unit for United Nations
Wareargetilalnidn 
the
eorgtIvSetansberry troops in the Congo, the Dutch
Interior Ministry announced.
Miss Viola Flowers and ac-
companied by Mrs. Laurette
Jones.
Selections will range from
Bach to Beethoven and Strauss
to progressive jazz, according
to Green.
MORTAIN, France — tNt —
President Moise Tshomhe of
the Congo's Katanga province
spent the weekend in this
Normandy town, local sources
said.
have a hostile attitude toward
society and turn to wanton
and indiscriminate acts of law-
lessness.
Westbrook Birdie Richmorild,
Garnette Sholdere, Amefa
Lyons, Frank Harris, Sidney
Madlock, Otis Swift, Warren
Jones, Ural Adams and
Charles Harrison. ,
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The Dispute Over Cuba
The semantic swirl over Cuba con-
tinues in Washington as both Repub-
licans and Democrats attempt to
!show they have the exclusive corner
• on concern about United States se-
curity from the Marxist-Leninist
island 90 miles off the nation's east-
ern flank.
- The Administration asserts there
has been no Soviet buildup going on
In Cuba, since the Cuba crisis. Re-
publicans suspect there is, and have
set off investigations of the 1961 Bay
of Pigs fiasco as well.
Democratic Sen. Wayne Morse of
Oregon, chairman of the Latin-
American Affairs Subcommittee,
opened an inquiry into reports of a
current military buildup. It was an-
ticipated Secretary of State Dean
Rusk would support President Ken-
nedy's statements that there is no
such increase in Cuban military
strength.
About the only Soviet weapon
correspondents did not auestion
President Kennedy about at his last
press conference was premier Fidel
Castro. His unpredictability, his pre-
dilection to think of himself as the
Latin-American messiah, his disposi-
tion to compensate for withdrawal of
Soviet nuclear weaponry, his recent
call to the masses of Latin America to
revolt, his not-so-secret rhetorical
support of "liberation movements"
within Latin America — all these are
part of the context of the present con-
cern over Cuba.
President Kennedy told news-
men that evidence obtained through
surveillance of Cuba, which he said
was still being carried on daily, fails
to support reports of a massive mili-
tary buildup there by the Soviet
Union.
He said only one Soviet ship had
arrived in Cuba since the October
crisis "which may have had arms on
it, possibly military cargo." Havana
Radio has announced on several oc-
casions since October the arrival of
ships from the Soviet bloc carrying
"technicians," saying they were agri-
cultural and industrial experts who
had come to help their socialist com-
rades put the finishing touches on
the Cuban socialist utopia.
Mr. Kennedy added some seman-
tic refinements to the "air cover"
issue. "Obviously," he said, "if you
are going to have United States cov-
er, you might as well have a com-
plete United States commitment,
which would have meant a full-
fledged invasion..
President Kennedy said that what
was being cast back and forth as an
issue was an air strike by outmoded
B-26 bombers flown by pilots not
based in the United States. This was
delayed from morning until after-
noon, when the insurgents had al-
ready gone ashore.
Those who still claim they have
evidence to support their contention
of a military buildup in Cuba, and
yet fail to transmit their decumenta-
tion to the President, are not display-
ing much patriotism. Either they do
not have the corroborative evidence
with which to sustain their argument
or they are amplifying what little
they, have to harry the Administra-
tion.
NOT
Thaddeus T. Stokes
The month of February has long
been famous for the many important
events which have occurred within
its 28 short days—or 29 during leap
years. Also many of the world's
famous men were born in February.
This year, another event — I do
predict how important it will even-
tually be — took place at the White
House this year. President and Mrs.
John F. Kennedy entertained about
1,100 citizens at a social affair to
celebrate the centennial of the Eman-
cipation. The affair was held on Feb.
12, the birth date of Abraham Lin-
coln, father of the proclamation.
A Democrat attending, had this to
say about the affair:
"Kennedy pulled a master political
manuever. He had a good collection
of colored brothers from all over the
country at the affair." He added,
"they (Democrats) stole Lincoln from
the Republican Party..."
I am wondering if they (Demo-
crats) also stole the elephant—
symbol of the Republican party—
when they stole Lincoln from the
party. And if they stole the elephant,
what did they do with the Donkey—
symbol of the Democratic party.
The elephant, in another sense
symbolizes "strength." And the don-
key—which is just a plain jackass—
symbolizes "stubborness." So if the
Democrats—during the celebration--
stole the Elephant, maybe that will
finally give some real strength to
the "Emancipation Proclamation"
after 100 years.
The Republican National Commit-
tee—voice of the defuncted White
House leaderes—had this to say about
President Kennedy, the Democratic
Party, and the Centennial Celebra-
tion: "The holding of a cocktail party
at the White House by the leaders of
a political party (Democratic) which
has dragged its heels on civil rights
since Reconstruction, in order to
celebrate the Emancipation Proclama-
tion centennial, is not only hypo-
critical; it is also in extremely bad
taste."
IN 1980
The Elephant Party (Republicans)
accused the Donkey Party (Demo-
crats) further: "this emancipation-
civil-rights-party is typical of the
Kennedys' whole civil rights pro-
gram, a program of big talk and
little action."
The Elephants blasted the Don-
keys further: "His (President Ken-
nedy's) civil rights failures are num-
erous, but are best pointed out in the
Clark-Celler incident. On Sept. 1,
1960, he, asked Senator Joseph S.
Clark (D-Pa.) and Rep. Emanuel Cel-
ler (D-N.Y.) to draw up civil rights
bills embodying the Democratic plat-
form. However when the Clark-Celler
bills were introduced May 9, 1961,
White House Press Secretary Pierre
Salinger said that they were not Ad-
ministration-backed bills.
"For the two years that followed
we have had no Administration back-
ed legislation, and none seems forth-
coming.
"The civil rights spirit of the New
Frontier is finally estabilished. A
White House party for a select group
of civil righters for the overwhelming
support Negro voters gave the Pres-
ident in 1960."
During the Centennial celebration,
the United States Commission on
Civil Rights presented Kennedy a
book, entitled "Freedom To The Free
— 1863 Century of Emancipation
1063." which is a study of American
Negroes' political conditions during,
the lest 100 years. While the book is
not a depth-study of the Negroes
Wight during that space of time, it is
light and interesting.
After the unseated Republicans
had Lincoln, their patron saint, stolen
by the Democrats, they started a
nationwide drive to woo Negro votes
to the Republican Party by a series of
"Lincoln Day" speeches. Thus, the
1964 Republican Presidential Cam-
paign got underway.
Now the Elephant Party people
are going to and fro thru the country
screaming about "the Republican
Platform of 1960 called for a positive
and realistic program on civil rights."
POLITICAL FOOTBALL
I invite your attention to the
Republicans' Record on Civil Rights
during the eight years proceeding
1960. At the same time I invite your
attention to the records of Both the
party of the Elephant and the Party
of the Donkey as far as civil rights
is concerned for last 100 years.
The record will reflect that both
parties are guilty of "using political
expedience as far as full civil rights
for Negro citizens is concerned. In
other words, the Negro is still a poli-
tical football.
In answer to this hue and cry for
more civil- rights legislation, let it
be said that we have adequate legis-
lation — but the Federal and most
State governments are short on the
implementation of the existing legis-
lation.
As I stated at the start of this Cen-
tennial celebration. I am opposed to
it because we are still denied civil
rights.
'May I Have This Dance?'
JACKIE ROBINSON
Pays Tribute To 2 Coeds
Who Bucked Bias, Hate
LAST MONTH, Mademoiselle Maga-
zine chose 10 young ladies from a nation-
wide group of candidates to receive the
magazine's 1962 Merit Awards.
This marked the 20th year these
awards have been given to girls in their
twenties who have made some significant
contribution to our society.
Describing the winners, Betsy Talbot
Blackwell, Mademoiselle's editor-in-chief,
said, "They have already distinguished
themselves in their fields and are expected
to achieve even greater honors."
This column congratulates each one
of these fine young ladies and feels Made-
moiselle Magazine deserves a deep bow for
putting them into the spotlight and thus
encouraging other youngsters to strive for
excellence.
We are particularly interested in two
of the choices.
Ole Miss Coed
THE FIRST is a young lady from
Memphis. Her name is Sidna Brower.
Sidna is the University of Mississippi sen-
ior who edits the college newspaper, The
Mississippian.
No doubt you have read many stories
about the wonderfully courageous way
Miss Brower asserted the principles of de-
cency right in the heat of the disgraceful
events which took place on the University
campus simply because a young man of
color, James Meredith, had become a stu-
dent there.
Miss Brower, 21 - years old, did not
agree with the deeply prejudiced forces in
the student body which sought to win its
way with riots and violenc e. She was
deeply shocked and she said so in an edi-
torial which commanded attention all
around the country.
Her editorial was widely reprinted.
Angered by her brave stand, some of the
students atteimpted to persecute the youth-
ful editor and to drive her off campus.
Many of her fellow-students stopped
speaking to her.
The discomforts which she suffered
ALFRED DUCKETT
because of her integrity did not stop Miss
Brower from continuing to express those
things in which she really believed. She
organized a campaign to set up a $1,000
scholarship fund as a memorial to Paul
Guilhard, a French newsman who lost his
life in the brutal Ole Miss rioting.
Stamina And Courage
THE SECOND Mademoiselle Merit
Award Winner who intrigues me is also
an attractive and courageous girl. Twenty-
year-old Charlayne Hunter gave to the
world an example of great dignity and
stamina when she became the first Negro
girl to attend the University of Georgia.
Braving intense personal danger and
bucking the hate-filled atmosphere which
swept over the campus when she and an
equally courageous male student register-
ed, Miss Hunter earned the admiration of
hundreds of thousands of Americans.
We are certain that her inspired,
quietly determined manner even struck
chords in the bitter hearts of some of the
most rabid segregationist students who
helped make life so ugly for her.
Sidna Brower and Charlayne Hunter
are the kind of young people who make it
worthwhile for all of us who believe that
there ought to be a constant and unrelent-
ing struggle against racial prejudice and
discrimination.
Deserves Pulitzer
THERE IS talk of a possible Pulitzer
Prize being given to Miss Brower. This is,
of course, America's highest journalistic
tribute. We think there is no doubt but
that she would be deserving.
Charlayne is also interested in a
journalistic career.
We don't know whether she has ever
done anything journalistically to date,
which might put her in the running for
such a high honor.
We wish we could tell Sidna Brower
and Charlayne Hunter personally that we
think they are b'oth genuine credits to
America, and especially to what America
ought to be — and is going to be
MARK
— —
by NAT D. WILLIAMS 
"NO SALE"
Why is it so hard to "sell" Boy Scout-
ing among Memphis Negroes ... from the
standpoint of getting Negro men to volun-
teer their services to help with the boys?
When it is remembered that men are
not born ... but are reared, raised, or deve-
loped, when it is remembered that the Al
Negro race stands in such dire need of tjaio
men, and when it is remembered that
recently the Negro generally has ra'red
back and told the world, "I'm a man!"...
then the seriousness of that opening ques-
tion starts coming home.
In a recent public forum, local Negro
Boy Scout spokesmen disclosed some de-
pressing facts about the movement among
Memphis Negroes. They revealed that out
of approxinlately 30,000 boys of Scout age
in Memphis and vicinity, there are only •
about 2,500 actually associated with the
program. There is not one Negro Eagle
Scout in the area. Out of some 400 local
Negro institutions, like churches, schools,
businesses, clubs and the like, there are
only about 95 that sponsor Negro Scout
troops.
AROUSE INTEREST
The biggest headache for the local Ne-
gro Scout leaders is to arouse the interest
and get the active support of men to help
guide the troops already organized ... and
to be interested enough to lead their own
church, social, or business group in start-
ing new troops. These men are asked to
work on a volunteer basis, but they are
assured of being an integral and important
part of the Boy Scout program in this
vicinity.
That's the way the program works in
other areas. That's how it is worked among
white Memphians. That's how it's done
In other countries or wherever the Boy
Scout program is adopted as a means for
teaching boys how to be men.
One wonders why it has been so diffi-
cult to "sell" the Boy Scout program to
Memphis Negro men. Veteran former Boy
Scout worker, J. A. Beauchamp, who won
national fame for his efforts in the pro-
gram, spent most of his time trying to
"sell" Boy Scouting among Memphis and ,. 1Frc
Mid-South Negroes. A
There's hardly a Negro church in the 9aoyi
area that has not at some time had Mr.
Beauchamp present to urge the congrega
tion's support of Boy Scouting. He re
quested such groups to organize troops. He
asked for men and women volunteers to
help with the work. He virtually wore out
his welcome on the Boy Scout job and all
over with his persistent plugging for sup-
port of Boy Scouting among Memphis and
Mid
-South Negro boys.
DID GOOD JOB
Mr. Beauchamp's efforts can't be called
a failure. He did a terrific almost one-man
job in "selling" the program. His ex-
perience established beyond a doubt that
to sell Boy Scouting is more than a one
man's job.
It proved that just as men are needed
to get down as volunteers and work with
the boys, just so are men and women need-
ed to get down to the grass roots among
local Negro adults and sell the benefits
of the Boy Scout program to them. The
boys will only reflect the adults. If the
adults are not interested enough to help
them become men the boys will remain
boys.
This is not a sermon ... merely an ob-
servation. The Negro boy is the most ne-
glected American of them all. He is worse
off than the reservation Indian, because IP' -
the Negro boy lives on "a social and psy-
chological reservation." His parents, for •
the most part, hurry him out of the home
His teachers are scared of him, and shunt
him out of their dames as quickly as pos-
sible.
The police hound him from the time
he's ten or until he's locked up or leaves
town. Too many employers are slow to
hire him to work. The average church
program does not include him, except to
hurl fire and brimstone at him for being
a boy . . . So-called character building
agencies don't reach him ... because they
operate mostly with "volunteer" workers.
And Negro men in Memphis who will
"volunteer" their services are too few and
far between. Is there no help to be ex-
pected from Macedonia? Selah.
Girl Across The Street
IT WAS always exciting when a new
girl moved into our neighborhood in
Brooklyn's Bedford Stuyvesant. This one
walked like a princess. Her color was a
kind of tawny tan. Not even her solemn
eyeglasses could hide the sculptured pret-
tiness of her fine features.
With the rest of the fellows in the
gang, I hooted and cat-called when she
passed. We were aroused to deep glee to
see her toss her head almost imperceptibly
as she sailed past our insolence. She was,
we affirmed unbitterly, 'stuck up."
I discovered that the new girl was the
niece of a lady, friendly with my mother
and a member of our family church. I be-
gan to go to church more often with my
mother. One Sunday, I was introduced to
the girl across the street.
Thereafter, when I met her, if I wasn't
with the gang, I could call her "Lena" and
receive a friendly greeting in return.
had no wish to exercise this privilege in
the presence of my fellow hooters who had
not been introduced. If I couldn't wander
off from the gang as she approached, I had
to join in their derision.
1 would have liked to find a way to be
able to tell the gang that she had nice,
slow smile and a warm, southern way of
speaking to you if you acted decent, tipped
your hat — or if you had a mother who
attended her aunt's church.
Instead, I took consolation in getting
as good a look as often as possible at the
pert, brown face, the freckles on the cute
nose.
Of course, I had no way of knowing
then that Lena Home wou]d become a
movie star and nightclub headliner, a
classic symbol of the beauty of her race.
Every day she was off down Macon Street
to the public library a block away. She
carried a book in her hand and a different
one when she returned. I learned she was
a fellow-book-worm, consuming a volume
A day.
Get Hint Of Destiny
I RECEIVED my first hint of Lena
Home's destiny when a lady down the
street, named Laura Jean Rollock, spon-
sored a fund-raising charity event. Several
times a week, Lena was one of a group of
self-assured appearing young men and
stylish girls who arrived at Mrs. Rollock's
home for rehearsal.
A few months later, I watched as Lena
Home, starring in a clever amateur musi-
cal at the Third Avenue YMCA, walked,
danced and sang to an enchanted audience.
She wore a lovely, pure white gown and
looked as beautiful as a rosebud.
It was all around town the next day
that Cotton Club leouts in the audience
had tapped Lena for the beginning of a
sparkling career. From then on, she be-
came a misty, distant and increasingly
fabulous legend. She moved from Brook-
lyn, emerged as the rave of the Cotton
Club revue, went to Hollywood and be-
came a film star.
The corps of columnists and feature
writers unveiled her for the world. I nurs-
ed an unreasonable jealousy. None of these
sophisticates knew how really lovely she
was. None of them had seen her as I had
seen her one day, across the street, togs-
fog a huge ball back and forth with some
lucky, laughing youngsters. Bundled up
against a crisp winter, she had moved with
a superb grace.
She had been alive with fun and
roses were blooming in her tan cheeks.
She was never more a princess than that
winter day of the night of the musical
when she wore a white gown not made by
Dior.
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.11 Remarkable Alabama Lady Named Tallulah
By MORTON COOPER
Special to the Defender
NEW YORK — "I have a dreadful cold, dahling,
and I may not survive," shiffled Tallulah Bankhead on
the phone. "If I do, come see me tomorrow evening.
Otherwise, come the evening after."
Mere mortals deal with colds by swallowing
spirin and lying quietly, passively, in bed. Miss Bankhead,
Be Is larger than life, acquires colds like everyone else; but
-i's are elegant, as is everything about her. Her temperature
ta 106. She writhes and suffers grandly and makes heroic
attempts to keep to her bed, yet seldom succeeds; it is vital for
her to keep on the move. Ceaselessly curious, diligently alive,
goes about her business, defying cold germs to overtake
TIFf seriously, and she invariably stares them down and out.
Once, not too many years ago, she contacted pneumonia. She
was on her feet and back to work, seemingly overnight, as
e :ood as new. Better, in fact: she baffled everyone except
eraelf by growing nearly two inches during her pneumonia
lege.
This indestructible lady who has never been accused of do-
g anything in less than full measure welcomed us to her
eerful, commodious home in Manhattan and, despite a waste
St overflowing with tissues, and the warning. "Don't come
too close—I don't want you to catch this beastly cold," she
"kid and acted about as frail as Mount Rustunorc. Those
rown inches notwithstanding, she is smaller than moat people
s gine her to be, yet her perpetual energy summons up the
'picture of tall bearing. She wore a red blouse and red slacks
and her legs were tucked beneath her, Yoga-fashion. She is
a radiantly lovely woman, with ripe, blood-red lips, a con-
. [geous smile, and surely the world's longest eyelashes.
NOT TYPICALLY ANYTHING
She is also the Alabama lady who is on record for having
eirn out forthrightly and consistently for strong civil rightsg before such a stand became chic.
"Do I think of myself as a typical Southerner?" asked this
daughter of a long line of progressive Southern legislators.
"I'm not typical of anything," she snapped. "I'm Tallulah
Bankhead!
"You are not going to bait me into knocking the South.
per se. I'm aware of the horrors there — and they distress me
— but bigotry isn't localized. In some ways, it's a filthier di-
sease here in the North because in spite of the loud protesta-
tions of liberalism, prejudice exists here, too. It's subtler here
land therefore more malevolent: it's harder to battle because
eny unseen enemy is harder to battle. I was shocked by the
olor line in Nevada when I appeared in a night club there. I
was shocked by the inconsistency of prejudice when I was in
St. Louis, a border state. In St. ,Louis I could take my maid,
;Bose Riley, a Negro, anywhere. But that fine artist, Eartha
'Kitt, who was playing there at the same hotel, wasn't even al-
[lowed to live there.
"There are indefensible evils in the South, of course, but
1 ev can one blanketly indict a whole geographical section?
There are marvelously good and kind people there who sincere-
ly believe that Negroes should have every opportunity of educa-
tion' and equal facilities, It's true that many of them also be-
lieve, because they've been trained to believe, in segregation.
not believing in integration doesn't necessarily mean that
6111111herners don't have love, affection, and deep respect for the
Negro.
"It's my observation that all decent Southern whites,
though tragically misguided, have much more affection —
genuine affection — for Negroes than any other people in the
Jolted States. Progress hasn't been as fast as It should be be-
cause the bigots get their power inflated by the press and the
radio there,
"The central thing that continues to keep the races sep-
arate is ignorance and panic. Some whites claim they will go
on fighting for separation because they fear intermarriage.
That's utter and absolute claptrap. There was a survey taken
once that showed that almost no Negroes had the remotest
thought of intermarriage in their minds. MY secretary comes
from the South — she has some Indian and white blood and
some colored blood. She tells me, 'Well, Miss Bankhead, my
grandmother didn't rape anybody.'
TALLULAH BANKHEAD
"I said lgnoiance and panic. Ignorance causes panic, and
panic causes ignorance. I don't know what these people really
fear. What's missing is a sad lack of understanding of the Con-
stitution and the Golden Rule. Nonetheless, I remain ashamed
only of situations in the South, not of the South itself. I'm im-
mensely proud of my state of Alabama. largely because of the
great people who've come from there: Willie Mays. Joe Louis
— oh, what a great gentlemen Joe Louie ist — Monte Irvin,
Helen Keller, Jesse Owens, Harper Lee — who wrote that di-
vine "To Kill A Mockingbird," which you must read, — Nat
King Cole, Lillian Hellman, Satchel Paige, Truman Capote .
the list is almost endless.
BLOODY SICK COUNTRY
"I love those magnolias and all that Southern comfort.
When I say I'm not proud of all the South, I should add that
I'm not proud of all of the United States, either. Just look
around. Everybody's scared of The Bomb. Everybody's visiting
psychoanalysts. The Method School of acting is positively in-
comprehensible to me. It's a magnificent country, but It's
bloody sick country, too."
While Miss Bankhead was listing the great people from
Alabama, she could well have mentioned the Bankhead fam-
ily, too. Her grandfather, Senator John Hollis Bankhead, her
uncle with the same name, and her revered father, Congress-
man and Speaker of the House William Brockmen Bankhead,
were hugely responsible for instituting the first irrevocable
aura of dignity for minorities in that beleagured state.
"Someone once asked me," she said, "what my father
would say if he could hear me speak my mind. What an ab-
surdly naive question! Whom do you think I got my ideas from
but from my father? I came from a very human and wonder-
ful family.
"As a matter of fact," she went on, perhaps an an after-
thought, "where do you suppose the Southerneis learn their
good manners? From the people who rear them. The Negroes
taught us our good manners. I hope to Ood I never forget my
inheritance, the tolerant and understanding way I was brought
up.
"I was born in Huntsville, and raised in Jasper and Mont-
gomery. My mother died when I was born. I worshipped my
great grandmother, who died at 96. We were a close and happy
family. I never had the slightest notion of differences between
and among races; I was trained only to treat all decent people
as I would want them to treat me. My father was a lawyer who
spent much of his time defending Negroes who had no money.
In our home, no one discriminated in plurals.
INITIAL SOURCE IN FAMILY
"I learned early that the roots of prejudice rest In family
and community life. The initial source, of course, Is the family;
that's where views and outlooks are originated. In my own fam-
ily I was fortunately given so much love end security that there
was never a need to feel either inferior or superior to others
because their color wee, not mine or the faith they practiced
was not my faith. I was trained that an individual human be-
ing must be Judged for what he is, morally, spiritually, Intellec-
tually, regardless of his race or religious persuasion.
"Maybe it's as unfair to discuss Negroes as a people posi-
tively as it is to discuss them as a group negatively," she ad-
mitted, "but that won't stop me; I've always gone where angels
fear to tread.
"The courage and the dignity of Negroes Is remarkable,
and damned enviable. The wisdom of the Negro race has been
outstanding. You've never heard of communism seriously pen-
etrating the Negro community, because their instincts are in-
fallible. They have genuine, deeply-felt religion. They have re-
spect for their parents. They have good manners to the tenth
degree and they have extraordinary patience. You never see
any Negro gangsters. Sure, some of them like to play the horses
and gamble. So do I.
"Their patience and their strength of purpose never fail
to fascinate me. Dr. Martin Luther King has behaved, and
is behaving, magnificently. I'm thrilled by the strength of
James Meredith. His strength is his, certainly, but I'm con-
vinced he acquired the essence of it from his people.
HAPPY FOR MEREDITH
"I'm delighted to hear that James Meredith signed up
for another semester. It's beyond me to see how he — or
anyone—could to on in the face of all that harrassment I'm
delighted, too, incidentally, to hear BIM there are some
teachers at Ole Miss who are leaving because they protest
his treatment."
It is only fair to state that Miss Bankhead confesses to
bewilderment at much of formal education and its work-
ings in general. She is a brilliantly educated person despite
comparatively little schooling; she found studying difficult
because she was instructed she had to study, and &he has
always rebelled at any authority she couldn't respect. When
her father was called to her school and advised by her teach.
er that his daughter's grasp of algebra left something to be
desired, William Bankhead replied, "Algebra? As long as
she knows the Bible and Shakespeare and can shoot craps,
she has a liberal education!"
That 'evening Tallulah Bankhead, served as a superb
snake bite remedy, which we could barely lift, and intro-
duced us to her houseman, Robert Williams, a Negro. "Rob-
ert has been with me for 21 years," she declared. "He gives
me his notice every other day and I fire him every other
day, and / pray we'll be together for a long time to come.
Sometimes when friends phone him to join them he tells
them, "I can't. I have to baby sit tonight."
When he left the room, she acknowledged, "Robert never
had the opportunity to learn to read or write, yet he's smart
as a whip. If he'd been given an education, he'd be a uni-
versity president today. And emotionally one of the health.
lest people I know. Once he cattle to me and said, 'There's
something drastically wrong with me. I may need help.'
APPRECIATES NATIVE WIT
"1 liVis immediately terrified for him, of course. I asked
him what was wrong. He wrinkled his brow and said, 'I
ain't mixed up"
"Have you ever heard anything more wonderful? I call-
ed Irving /3erlin and told him what Robert had said. Irving
laughed, too, and told me, Well, he's the only person who
isn't.'
"There's another Negro reality that enchants me: the
1200 Ivy League Students Fight
bias In North With New Program
NEW YORK — Every-
body talks about civil
rights, but not too many
people do anything about
than. This is not the case
on Ivy League campuses
where a loose federation of
college civil rights groups has
been making itself heard.
It. E. Apple, Jr. in The
Reporter, tells the story of
more than 1,200 students on
65 Eastern college campuses
who have organized to "lead
the attack on segregation and
prejudice in the North."
The group calls itself the
Northern Student Movement
and was organized some 18
months ago. Most of its mem-
bill are white, but its leader-
s'. is almost equally divided
between white and Negro.
Although some members
have taken part In the Free-
dom Rides, sit-ins and voter'
registration efforts in the
South, the group has decided
to do something about racial
inequities closer to home.
EYE HARLEM, PHILLY
Two areas have been speci-
fied targets for NSM, Harlem
and North Philadelphia, where
the students have devoted
time and effort tutoring Ne-
gro children. In addition, it
has also raised more than
$10,000 to help flpance the
vote drive sponsored by the
Student Non-violent Coordi-
nating Committee.
The group also has partici-
pated in sit-ing and similar
projects along the Eastern
shore of Maryland, picketed a
I gated apartment building N. Y., collected 10000
books for Miles College in
Birmingham, and operated an
educational and recreational
program for 150 of the school-
less children in Prince Edward Institutions extremely semi- welfare agencies agreed to
County, Va. I live to individual problems." serve as tutoring centers. Still,
Apple describes the fervorl The result was "a student
of its members: !Movement which was not just
"Many of its partisans spealv a .opposit for extracurricular help.
of the Movement — and it is . [
always a movement, never an energhs but .a 
significant force foundation made $2,000 avail-
organization — with . ee•th such in the solution of racial con
-
fervor that they sometimes inct• 
able."
The project started with 375
sound rather civil-righteous. Then he met Joan Cannady,
For some the NSM takes the a Negro mathematics student
Things were not quite as
easy in Harlem where the
project is headed by Kathie
Rogers, of New Canaan, Conn.
Discovering potential pupils
and coordinating activities
with local teachers proved
difficult.
However, with help from
pupils and lie volunteer tu- the Harlem Neighborhoods As-
tors, including 70 Negroes, sociation, the program has had
place of a fraternity or so- at Sarah Lawrence college. from 
Amherst, Beaver, Bryn a moderate degree of success,
rority; for others, perhaps, it is When he began dating Joan, Mawr, Yale 
Law School, Con- but a second project of selec-
a cult." his father, a Chicago industrial necticut 
College, New Ro- tive buying failed because of
'CAUSE CHASER' magazine editor, objected and ehelle: Penn, Sarah 
Lawrence, 
"too much leadership."
Executive director of the became estranged from his Rhode 
Island, Lincoln, Tern- NSM's most nagging 
Lehigh and n is moneyle, Oberlin,, 
prob-
movement is Peter Country- son. Undauntevi, Countryman 
p or the lack
elsewhere. One of the tutors
man, "an intense, slight young married the girl. of it. The Harlem project,was in the Army. started without funds, has juStwhite man of twenty, the type Last year Countryman heard
sometimes described on cam- about the plight of impover- Althougei 
a final assessment received $10,000 from the
pumas as 'Cause chaser.'" ished Negroes in Philadelphia. of the 
program's effectiveness Field Foundation, although
cannot be made now there is the headquarters staff is nowCountryman who has been He urged fellow students to already evidence of success. subsisting on funds raised inin NSM from Its beginning, help young Negroes capitalize Countryman cites the case of
states that he is not a utopian, on new opportunities which campus drives.
adding: "I'm in this simply had recently opened to 
them.['Kenneth Taylor, now, 18, who But the "Ivy League integre-
made a belated decision to go tionists" are still expanding.because I have certain ideals." This wits the start of the tus'
His experience as a civil toring program. Next summer they will have
rights worker began during The movement went_ intel tutoring program underway
his sophomore year at Yale Philadelphia without money In six cities, and Countryman
when he heard three Virginia or experience, The area they hopes to put the movement on
girls describe their part In a selected had a chronic educe- a national scale.
sit-in. Impressed with their tional crisis. Some 60 per cent Despite its good work, some
honesty, integrity and aacri- of the students never finish obdervere detect a major flaw
fice, he decided he had to "do high school and only 2.5 per in the program. As it now op-
something." cent go to college. Grates they are reaching only
He did. For the next 'two The prospective tutors thoge pupils who are eager
weeks Countryman did not at- found jobs to support them- to find a way out of educe-
tend a single class, and in a selves during the summer, tional difficulties. It leaves
personal campaign collected then set out to organize their untouched a mass of young-
6,000 books for Virginia Theo- program. Apple states: stem's who are actually hostile
logical Seminary and College. "Getting pupils proved to be to education.
That summer he lived in a no problem. Some were re- There is much to be done
slum area In Chicago, then ferred by clergymen and so- before the program can be
persuaded a group which waai cial workers. Others were re- called an unqualified success.
raising money for Freedom cruited by the tutors on trips The real need is described by
Riders to turn itself In a new to five predominantly Negro Apple:
organization that would co- high schools. The Philadelphia "To effect real change, how-
ordinate civil-rights activities board of edubation, under ever, the program may have
on Northern eempusee. pressure to improve secondary to begin with even younger
INTEGRATED SOCIETY education in the area, wel- children in order to reach
"We had a vision of an in- corned the students' help and them before the cynicism and
tegrated society," Countryman lent them textbooks. despair of the slum have be-
said, "a society with social "Fourteen churches and five gun to seep in."
there was no working capital,
so Countryman went to the
Fels Foundation to ask for
to college and was having
difficulty with his preparatory
courses.
Then the NSM tutors came
along and provided six hours
of special help a week during
the summer. Now Kenneth
hopes to enter West Point
next fall.
One of the most encourag-
ing factors was community re-
action to the project. NSM re-
ceived a joint citation from
the board of education, the
commission on higher educa-
tion, and the commission on
tauten relations; flattering
newspaper editorials; contri-
butions from businessmen
and labor leaders; and a trib-
ute from Sen. Hugh Scott,
PAID STAFF
Encouraged, NSM decided
to continue its activities dur-
ing the school year with a
paid staff and volunteer tu-
tors, and almost all the pupils
eagerly joined in again.
,the cistern if it hadn't gone
dry, or in a barrel from town
if the truck didn't break down.
Over the years the families
longed for enough water to
do the wash without skimp-
ing, scrub floors without feel-
ing guilty of extravagance,
bathe whenver they felt like
it, and live without fear of
their homes burning down be-
cause there was no water fel-
fire fighting.
"All this is now a thing of
the past," says Mrs. John R.
Reliford, a community leader.
Two miles of pipe now con-
nect the 37 homes with the
Sommerville water supply,
and fire hydrants are conven-
iently spaced throughout the'
community.
A crow began laying the
pipes last summer after the
Farmers Home Administration
Seeks Chilly Record
CAMDEN, Maine— (UPI) —
Oscar Grinnell, 55, went wat-
er skiing in Camden harbor
wearing a thermal rescue suit
and a life preserver even
though the temperature was
32 degrees.
Grinnell neens only next
month's trip to complete his
goal of skiing in each of 12
consecutive months in Maine
waters.
Literacy Confab
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — (UPI)
— A "Governor's Conference
on Mobilization for Literacy in
Illinois" will be held March
23-24 in Chicago, Gov. Otto
Kerner said,
native wit that's simultaneously funny and incisive. It's
similar to the Cockney wit in England. I love the story
of the Cockney pushes who saw Winston Churchill riding
by in London with the Queen. They called out, 'There's
Winston, with his darling little old bald head!' Their Oise-
lion was so brimming over, their feeling was so perfectly
clear to them, that they just called out exactly what the/
felt!
"Which reminds me of Louis Armstrong, Everything
good inevitably reminds me of Louis, a map I absolute!,
adore. I must tell you this story. I told it once on Jack
Paar's show, and I preceded it by saying what I'm going to
say now: if you think this is sacreligioue, it simply displays
your ignorance. It's a truly religious story:
"In 1952, before the presidential election, I implored
Louis, 'Dahling, you must pray for Adlai Stevenson. You've
got to pray to Sweet Jesus.'
"Louis answered, 'Why, I pray to That Cat every night.'
CHARGED WITH ENERGY
"It was said so simply and reverently that I shivered.
In that case. 'Cat' was his term of the highest endearment,
and he spoke flawlessly. Louis Armstrong is charged with
electric energy, you know. He has that elusive quality of
being able to touch other human beings of every land and
every color and to make brothers of them all.
"I can recall shivering another time, the time Joe Louis
flattened Max Schmeling the second time around. Before
the first fight I sent Joe my father's buckeye, a charm of
potency, and I urged him to carry it with him into the ring.
Ile did and was knocked stiff.
"But I was there for the rematch. The place was packed
and • pair of tickets cost me $500. In the first round Louis
knocked Schmeling stiff. I jumped to my feet and turned
to some Nazis sitting just behind me. I yelled at them, 'I
told you so, you sob's!'
"Have you ever seen a drinker with the shakes so bad
he has to use a handkerchief from his neck to poise has hand
enough to get the glass to his lips? I had a different kind
of shakes that night, but the moment I got to the bar from
the fight arena I had to use a handkerchief, to hold a drink,
too. A friend tried to oonsole me for having spent $500 to
see something that had taken few than three minutes. RI'
diculous! I've never treasured a night that exciting since
INCAPABLE or DULLNESS
A friend once left her home and confided, "A day awe,
from Tallulah is like a month in the country," inferring
that she is incorrigibly talkative. She is, indeed. But, then,
so are most members of her hypertonic profession. What
makes tallulah Bankhead distinctive from other non - atop
talkers is that she is constitutionally incapable of dullness,
A reigning star of the theatre for an impressive period of
years, she could well afford to settle back, press nasturtia,
and comfortably retreat into the shadows of the past.
This cannot happen, however, because she is geared
principally to the present and the future; no Might Have
Been emanate from her. Next month She will recommence
touring in the play, "Here Today," and she will recommence
her incurable habit of breaking house records. Whatever
eke does, she does to the hilt. She has been observed during
the arduous weeks of preparing a new show, ignoring sleep,
playing cards, yet invariably coming through with a match-
less—and memorable—performance.
Tallulah reads more than the drama page of the news-
papers. She is well versed in and articulate about much that
goes on in the world. She has been actively fighting the
good fight for years. Proud of her life membership in the
NAACP, she has spoken and will speak out against all foes
of social progress. "I am not really an advocate of causes,"
she said, "but I loathe ostriches. I simply do what comes
naturally to mite. There are a 10t of ailing today—too many
—who are afraid to come out for certain issues and causes.
My position is that if you believe In something, you've got
to say so, and loud enough to be heard."
PLEA FOR BILLIE HOLIDAY
It was Miss Bankhead who did her Democratic Party
no harm in 1948 when, coming Out AS a zealous partisan
for Harry Truman's election ("There are only two people
who think Truman's going to win—Truman and Tallulah,"
went the gag), she announced, "I wouldn't trust Thomas E.
Dewey if he were chairman of the Democeatic National
Committee." It was also Miss Bankhead who appealed to
J. Edgar Hoover in her struggle to save Billie Holiday from
a prison sentence on a narcotic charge. On a person to per-
son call to Washington, she entreated Hoover, "What pur-
pose will it serve to send Miss Holiday back to jail? She is
a very great artist. She doesn't need to be confined within
prison wells. What she needs is understanding, medical
help, and the warmth of a loving home."
Tallulah, who can maturely recognize human values,
credited a loving home as the molder of her own values.
"North or South," she said, "we can't afford to indulge in
double talk when we talk about democracy. Democracy
must Include everybody, not a democracy for white people
and another democracy for Negroes.
Rural Tex. Area Gets $24,000
U. S. Loan For Farm WaterSystem
WASHINGTON, D. C. — of the U.S. , Department of the hard-working men of the
Until a few weeks ago, 37 Agriculture insured a $24,000 Community treated crossties
rural minority families liV- bank loan to the community's offered them enough pipe to
seldom knew for sure ville Water rte e
incor
Association." e 
cl"S 
town's water system.
connect their homes with theing near Somerville, Texas,
where their next bucket of The association paid down
water was coming from. $1,280 from the sale of stock
Maybe it would come from at $35 a share. Each family
Purchased a share. The re-
mainder of the bill will be
paid through monthly water
fees which the association will
collect from families.
When the water was turned
on last December, one house-
wife said, "Thank God, vic-
tory at last."
It had been a long up-hill
effort. When they first built
their homes in the little com-
munity beyond the boundary
of Sommerville, they could
count on the rain to keep
their cisterns filled.
Then rain became less cer-
tain; there were frequent years
of drought when the cisterns
went dry and the men had to
haul water from town.
Concerned about the uncer-
tain water eupply which had
led some families to move
away, the railroad for 'which
But engineering and con-
Itruction costs dashed their
hopes.
Then in late 1961 Mrs Re-
liford discussed the matter
with a SomMerville lawyer
who told her about the Farm-
ers Home Administration
water system loan program.
This led to a conference with
the agency's local supervisor,
Henry Ivey.
By last June, the 37 fami-
lies had organized their water
association, bought stock in it,
and completed arrangements
with Farmers Home for the
agency to guarantee the 224,-
000 loan from a lock' bank.
This community was one of
more than 100 that obtained
such assistance last year
through Farmers Home. In ad-
dition to the community as-
sociations, nearly 1,000 individ-
ual farmers also obtained
loans for water systems and
improved soil and water con-
servation.
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' Merry
ervations for the banquet
which will follow the meeting
by contacting Mrs. Elma H.
Mardis, Miss Velma Lois Jones
or Mrs. Georgia Quinn, the
latter the Founders' Day pro-
gram chairman.
J-U-G-S' BALL
Members of t h e J-U-G-S
have been kept quite busy
DEFENDER SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23,
Congo Expels
3 E. Germans
- - No Visas
• LEOPOLDVILLE, The Congosending out bids to scores of
• Go-Round (UPI) — Three East Ger-ilMemphians and Mid-Southern- man observers to a United ers who annually attend their tions economic commission forNa-formal charity ball. The high-
II
•
BY MARJORIE I. ULEN;
'ISM MI••1111111111•11 N
Meeting each ensuing day, l Crawford and Bernice Mc-
we find everyone hoping for !Clellan.
the arrival of Springtime. The Special guests, Miss Abbie
signs of its advent are about, Jackson and Miss Martha
and 'ere long, we'll awake, Flowers' presences added to
take a deep breath and know the enjoyment of this meeting.
that the moment supreme has SEQUINS BRIDGE
arrived. More in the bridge club
Our community has been ,vein, SEQUINS BRIDGE
hit very hard with the out- ,CLUB delighted in the invi-
break of virus and flu infec- ,tation of Miss Almazine Davis
tions. Absenteeism is felt in last Saturday evening at her
our schools and businesses . • home On Quinn. Her menu of
and we do hope that this too I prime roast beef with mush-
will pass, but quickly. So, to ,room gravy and other tasty
all of you with sniffles, aches course items was sheer pleas-
and what have you, follow ure for this group of bon
your doctor's advice . . . get 'viviants. Also there were
plenty of rest, and we look prizes on display for the pick
forward to seeing one and all of the high scorers, including
back on the "sunny side of a handsome umbrella, per-
life" fume, a sliver bread tray, and
TO FABLED FLORIDA a leather wallet for the de-
Escaping our cold winds and light of Gloria Howard, Helen
precarious weather by a quick Prater, Juanita Poston and
flight to Miami, Fla-.7 last Sun- guest Euralia Fletcher.
day were several Memphians.1 Having fun a la Sequin '
en route to the annual golf style, were Ida Mae Lockard,
tournament of that city. In- Margaret McWilliams. Rose
eluded were Dr. W. 0. Spcight, Nell Iles, Ruby H. Gadison,
Jr.. Dr. I. A. Watson, Wendell Grace Collins, Mildred Wil-
Sawyer, Dr. Frederick Rivers, ljams, Thelma Harris, Ruth
Dr. A. E. Horne and Robert H. Mims, and Almazine's
Wynn, who will be soaking up other special guest, Vernita
wonderful sun and balmy Watson.
weather as they play around WITH THE AKA'Sthe course circuit. Alpha Kappa Alpha women
In the realm of ladies' golf, in the community are eagerly
Mrs. Eldridge (Helen) Tarp- awaiting their forthcomingley left earlier last week for public meeting on Sunday,the same tournament. March 3 at 4 p m at St An-
HOT SPRINGS drew CME Church, which will
Now that the annual season be one phase of their annual
at Oaklawn Track at Hot celebration of the founding of
Springs, Ark, is about to open their Sorority and its found-
or its six-week meet, scores ers.
of folks will be hopping over They and the public will
to this delighful spa in the have the pleasure of hearing
heart of the Ouichta Moun- their guest speaker, Mrs. Ju-tains to follow their love of
the "King of Sports" . . . and
to indulge in Hot Springs'
famed business of "Bathing
the World" . . . for folks grav-
itate there from all OVET the
world . . . truly making it the
most cosmopolitan city in the
Mid-South . . . all in quest of
its fabled waters.
NONCHALANT BRIDGE
ha B. Purnell, the Supreme
Basileus of the organization,
on her first visit to the Mid-
South since her election in
Detroit last December. 1
Mrs. Purnell is the former 1
southeastern regional director ,
of AKA . . . a challenging and
dynamic personality, whose
message is certain to be in-
spirational. She is the director
The NONC H AL A N T of the Reading Improvement
BRIDGE CLUB met with Miss Institute of Southern Univer- '
Elmira Williams, at her home sity, and is a resident of Bat- ,
at 1640 Wellington recently. on Rouge, La.
Several members were miss- Beta Epsilon Omega chap-
ing, though . . . Bernice How- ter welcomed two neophyte
ard, Frances Hayes and Lo- members into their fold last
retta Kate°. Pert Louise Ward Saturday night, Mrs. Malcomb
was busy fulfilling her presi- (Jane) Weed and Mrs. H.
dential duty prior to dinner Ralph (Hattie) Jackson.
and bridge. Prizes were Members of the organiza-
awarded Louis e, Mildred (ion are invited to make res-
light of the gala affair will be
the presentation of pretty liv-
ing ads who will serve as em-
issaries of various countries,
and will be costumed in the
native dress of these countries.
The brilliant ball will be
held Friday, March 1, in the
mezzanine ballroom of the
Auditorium, where guests will
dance to the music of well-
known Bill Harvey and his
16-piece orchestra.
Miladies are busy planning
for the event, where our
town's fashion sense will be
in evidence with the glitter-
ing lone and short .formal
dresses that are de rigeur on
such an occasion.
The event will benefit the
JUG'S special project for un-
wed mothers, that is admin-
istered through Family Serv-
ice, 
'
JOHNNY AND JANE
A series of forums are
planned by the Forum Com-
mittee of the Sarah Brown
Branch of the YWCA, 1044
Mississipni Blvd. The first
forum will be held on "Jobs
for Johnny and Jane," Mon-
daY, March 4, at 7:30 p.m.
Qualified persons in the
field of employment will con-
duct the Forum. High school
seniors and parents, as well
as the general public are in-
vited to attend. Admission is
free.
WHITE HOUSE INVITATION
Memphians were out in
front in the New Frontier set
in the Nation's capital last
week, when President and Mrs.
Kennedy were hosts at a series
eventsof honored
Centennial Celebration of the
signing of the Emancipation
Proclamation.
Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon,
Jr., Atty. and Mrs. A. W. Wil-
lis and Rev. J. A. McDaniel
returned home last Sunday
evening from the outstanding
event.
The Tri-State Defender will
carry full coverage of the posh
calendar of events which
highlighted the auspicious
celebration.
MISS MID-SOUTH
Pretty-pretty contestants in
the Mid-South beauty, popu-
larity and talent contest are
being narrowed down to a
small field, as contestants
Shirley Purnell, Carolyn Ran-
dle and Earlie Biles continue
to hold the top three niches.
The winner of the contest will
share in spectacular prizes,
and will be crowned at a bril-
liant ceremony in late Spring.
Support your candidate, who
may be the Miss Mid-South,
in the contest which has
charming young ladies of high
Africa meeting here have been
expelled from the Congo be-
cause they had no entry visas,
the vovernment announced.
(In Berlin, the communist
East German news agency
ADN charged that the expul-
sions were carried out "not
without pressure" from the
West German embassy in Leo-
poldville. The Congo does not
have diplomatic relations with
East Germany.)
Sources close to the West MR. & MRS. WM. H. SMITH
German embassy said, how-
lever, that the West Germans
Ihad learned of the expulsions
!after th. East nermans, identi-
fied only as Schaaf, Loeffler,
land Kiesenwetter. had left the
icountry.
moral and ethical characters
from Memphis and the Mid-
South Area.
DICK GREGORY
When famed comedian Dick
Gregory flew into Memphis
last week and escorted 14,000
pounds of foodstuffs destined
for Clarksdale and Green-
wood, Miss., his good friend,
Rev. Eddie Currie had an op-
portunity to chat with the
well-known personality who
has soared to the pinnacle of
success with his flair for lam-
pooning and satirizing con-
temporary mores about Ne-
groes and integration.
HANLEY HAT SHOW
Friday, February 1. will go
down in the history of Hanley
School, for that was the oc-
casion of the third annual Hat
Show and Spaghetti Dinner
sponsored by the PTA.
As had been promised, the
show was alive and with love-
ly models and beautiful hats.
There were bowlers, sailors,
cloches, pill boxes and der-
bies. The fabric ran the gamut
of the imagination—fashioned
of rich looking peau de sole,
delicate nets. Italian straws.
gold and silver lames and
dainty organzas.
The lines of these creations
were exciting with wide-brim-
med sombrero-styled sailors.
narrow-brimmed sailors and
profile and wig-shaped cha-
peaux.
About 700 persons attended
the gala event, which featured
a spaghetti dinner.
Mrs. Lena McCargo is presi-
dent of the PTA. Mrs. Geral-
dine Brown was commentator
of the exciting hat show.
Prizes were given for hats
in all categories. Mrs. Annette
Wright was the general chair-
man: ably assisted by Mrs.
Myrtle Crawford and Mrs.
Beulah Williams, the latter
the principal of Hanley School.
,
GIRLS!! GIRLS!! GIRLS!!
HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE
MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
4-\-\61.4 Sponsored by
- . THE NEW TRI—STATE DEFENDER 11/
V.c OAk
YOU MAY WIN PRIZES GALORE!
HAVE FUN WHILE YOU RUN IN THE MID
-SOUTH'S
MOST EXCITING BEAUTY AND POPULARITY CONTEST
,
HERE ARE THE RULES READ THEM
RULES OF
If you ore that young Itriy, no-
veal yourself by entering the "Miss
Mid-South" Contest which is being
sponsored by th• Tri•Stat•
Defender.
Here eve, the qualifications for
entering the contest.
(i) Any singl• yOU, 9 voman
between the ages of 16 to 22
years of age, who has revs, been
married.
(2) Must be of good reputation,
(3) most be a „.,..o bo, of so-,,,
civic, soda) or religious ,organ..
zation.
(4) Must here written consent of
parents or guardian.
(5) Must have attained at least
two y•ors in high sthoo'.
Pules of th• popularity con•
test include:
Contester's* mus' register
with th• Tri•Stats D•f•nd•r not
later than January 19th, 1963.
The starting dat• for Contestant•
to register is at 10 a.m., Satyr-
day, Otte. 15, at the TrI.Stat•
D•fender office, 236 S. Yelling-
ton Ave.
CONTEST
3. Official starting dote :s ' --.
ber 15, 1963 at 1000' A.M.
. 4. Ra'lots will Ans counted each
Saturday at 5:00 P.M., during the 
ehcre sis-e of contest. Ballots can
be brought or moiled to the Tri•
Stat• D•ferid•r's offic..,  ..-.
above 1.-Hr-ss. Each .^- . •,•..
will b.. countiti, and ran in the ^e,
issue of the Tri-State D•lend•r.
5, rach nontestant must submit a
recent photorach of hers•If ore-
fernbly (blactc II. white, glossy,
5 * 71, bust.
6. Official ba"ots (vot•s) will no•
Dear in the Tri•Stat• Disfend•r on',.
7. For each ne... subscription ,
th• TrI.Stat• D•fendstr sold by a
contestant, .1-on,,, votes will be
awarded. For ,1 1 year's subscrio•
tion (56.00) 170 votes will S.
a varied; 6 months subscription
(53.00) 50 ,otes will Se awarded
and for 1 3 months subscription
(S1.75) 25 votes will be awarded.
11. rich
 
contestant is eligible to
be soonsered by a business firm,
religious, social or civic organf ra-
'ion.
9. Contest en is April 1 1, 1963 at
5:00 P.N.
10. Sinner Will i,.. ,,,,,,,,,,4 4,,,i1,
20, 1963, in the Tri-State Defender,
11. Coronation Sall will b• held
May 4, 1963.
12. Decision of judgiss final.
I 13. Entry few 5I.00.
,
SEND THIS FOR APPLICATION TO THE
MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
236 S. Wellington - Memphis, Tennessee
Please Send Me An Application and Other
Information For The
MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
‘,
A
CITY . ___
P HON --. 
—
AGE ..
SCHOOL. OR CO L L EG E_....... ..1. Each Contestant must pass the
°Mein) entry gualificittions.
7. Must obtain Wry qualification
quote of 200 official votes by
F•beuery 2, 1963 to continue in
cottio•t.
LeMoyne Senior Weds
William Howard Smith
Mr. and Mrs. C. Alfonzo An-
derson of 12512 Bragg rd., Eads,
have announced the marriage
of their daughter, Miss Ger-
trude G. Anderson, to William
Howard Smith, .petty officer
third class of the U. S. Navy.
A reception honoring the
couple was held recently at
the home of the bride's
parents.
Mrs. Smith is a senior ma-
joring in elementary education,
at LeMoyne college. She is
president of the Student Coun-
cil, a member of Alpha Kappa'
Alpha sorority and other cam-
pus organizations.
The groom, who formerly
resided in Brooklyn, N. Y., is
the foster son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Martin of Rocky Mount,
N. C., where he was graduat-
ed from Booker T. Washing-
ton High school.
Mr. Smith expects to enter
business after he leaves the
Navy. He is presently station-
ed at the U.S. Navy Air Test-
ing Center at Patuxent River,
Md.
For the reception the bride
wore a pink chiffon dress set
off by a -wide diamond-shap-
ed design of jewels at the
waist. Her head was crowned
in a beautiful pink band and
she wore white satin shoes.
Receiving wedding gifts was
her little sister Veronica An-
derson, who was dressed in
pink satin.
Attending the reception,
were little Miss Jacqueline!
Crawford, Kenneth Crawford,
Mrs. Beatrice Crawford, Mrs.
Freddie Mae Crawford, Miss
Brenda Fay Baker, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Gillespie, Joyce
and Fay Carruthers, Mrs.
Odessa Matthews and Linda
Matthews.
Also Rev. and Mrs. Otis,
Boyd and family, Miss Goldie
Parks, Richard Harrell, Miss
Iola Walton, Miss Countess
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Ben-
jamin Anderson, Leroy Allen,
Mrs. Idella Baker Ragland,
Mrs. Iva Dale Hayes, E. Craw-
ford, Mr. and Mrs. John Boyd,
Robert Ragland, Mrs. Willie,
Mae Peltman, Mrs. Versia Lo- ,
gan, Mrs. Myrtle Fisher, Rev.
W. T. Johnson and Dewey
Harris.
Also Charles Anderson, Mr.
and Mrs. Guy Brooks and son,!
S. J. Richards, Mrs. Dewitt,
Settles, Jim Lewis, Miss Rose
Morris, Miss Hebbie Morris,,
Mrs. Cursteen Neal and Mrs.
Fred Crawford.
PTA Founder's Day
Mitchell High and Ford Road
Elementary Parent - Teacher I
Associations celebrated Foun-
ders Day, Tuesday morning,
Feb. 19, at Ford Road School.
Dr. Hollis Price, president of
LeMoyne college was feature
speaker.
MRS. VIVIAN BELL, BASILEUS
Mrs. Vivian Bell. Basileus, Nu Sigma chapter,
Sigma Gamma Rho sorority, presents check
in the amount of 5560 to Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll.
president of Lane College, for furnishing a
room in the new ultra modern women's resi-
dence hall. now under construction on Lane's
campus and scheduled for completion In time
for the next schoiol term. Mrs. Mattie Mil-
iken, secretary of the sorority witnesses the
presentation.
SAVE 80* 'under price elhome delivered
milk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
CART HOME SAVINGS!
Happy Hour Launderette
600 SOUTH PARKWAY
at Lauderdale
A One-Hour Service
For the busy Housewife,
The working woman,
or Mr. Bachelor
Leave and PICK UP BUNDLE
Courteous attendant
Will IRON your SHIRTS
NAACP Youth Officia1,
Arrested In Georgia
TIFTON, Ga. — Willie Ben
Ludden, newt,' appointed NA-
ACP youth field secretary, was
arrested nere this we.(k on
charges of trespassing and re-
fusing to obey zn ofticer who
ordered him to a Jim Crow
!Qrvice window.
Mr. Ludden refused to go to
the window marked "colored",
when he ordered a- sandwich
::nd soda from the local Dairy
Maid restaurant.
"The attendant told me that:
if I wanted to be served, I
would have to go around to:
the side window. When I re-
fused, he left, only to return
two minutes later to tell me he,
was calling the police."
The police arrived 15 mg-'
utes leter "and told me to go'-
to the back window if I wittrb-
ed service," Mr. Ludden stud.
"They then handcuffed metaltill
took mo to the county polio,
station. 
•q
"The polio?. then placed')
call to Dairy Maid and a selg
resentative of the firm pio-.
ceeded to press trespass 
charges against me." he said.
uséd
ever, $250 was accepted talk
forcing the NAACP worker ta
remain in jail overnight. Hole;
next day, and he is free, pen".
ing his Marco 4th trial.
Bond payment was ref
• 71
"MISS INTERNATIONAL COTILLION"
Miss Laura Butterfield, 17-year-old native of Panama. has
been widely acclaimed on being named "Miss International
Cotillion" at the debutante's ball presented by the National
Council of Negro Women at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel in
New York City. She is seen above with the Mary McLeod
Bethune trophy awarded her during the affair, along with
a diamond watch. The erection of a Bethune Memorialak
and Education Center in Washington, D. ('., is one of thell,
projects of the NCNW.
r
EN YOU THINK OF TRAVEL CALL
GLOBAL 1) TRAVEL
AGENCY, INC.
9 A.M.-6 P.M.-Monday thru Friday
9 A.M.-2 P.M.-Sat.
656 VANCE AVE. PHONE-527-5633 MEMPHIS, TENN.
HOLLAND APPLIANCE
SERVICE
FACTORY AUTHORIZED
Call Us On All Your
Small and Large
Appliances
OUR
WORK
IS
GUARANTEED
726 E. McLEMORE
WH 8-8121
ALSO
4569
SUMMER
MU 5-8241
HOLLAND
APPLIANCE CO.
LOWER PRICED CARS1
NO CASH NEEDED
'56 FORD - 2 Door
'57 OLDSMOBILE - 4 Door FROM'56 OLDSMOBILE -2 Door
'55 BUICK - 4 Door
'53 CADILLAC -4 Door
700
'54 PLYMOUTH - 4 Door
'55 FORD - 4 Door
'57 FORD -2 Door
'55 CHEVROLE'
'54 LINCOLN 4 Door
'57 STUDEBAKER 4 Door u rice'56 CHEVROLET - 2 Door
ATTENTION PARENTS:
Your Teenager Can Win A $1000
BOND To Be Given Away By Your
Rambler Dealer.Come To SECURITY
RAMBLER For Your Information.
SECURITY
RAMBLER ,t
695 UNION /A 5-63911
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_Ina C. Cooke
OBSERVE CENTENNIAL
Negro History Week, using
the theme "Negro History
Evaluates Emancipation, 1883-
1983" was observed in Jackson
by local schools last week. A
program centered around the
theme was held during chapel
bow last Wednesday at Lane
college with the Library Club
its charge.
Historian was Jesse Dorsett,
history teacher on the campus.
Biographical sketches and Ne-
gro spirituals were given by
awmbers of the club which in-
ed Sharon Hagell, pres-
ident, Mary Bradley, Margo
Lane, Bettye Bryant, Ophelia
Russell. Anita Briggs, Oliver
Mack, Willie Hafford, Mary
Mrynum, and Roy Westmore.
The club is advised by Mrs. C.
Hewett, librarian.
At Merry High, daily inter-
com sketches on famous Ne-
groes were given with a pub-
lic program climaxing the week
observance on Friday evening.
The public program, in the
form of an oratorical contest,
offered awards for best ora-
tions, presented by participat-
ing students in the junior and
senior high school. Will have
,esults for you next week. Re-
sponsible for the week's ob-
servance at Merry was the So-
cial Studies Department.
IALLY
The month of February
oved most exciting for Echo
Bridge club members when
Mrs. A. M. Bond served as hos-
tess. Upon entering each guest
as handed a folded piece of
paper containing the name of
ail outstanding event obserted
in:February. Everyone was in
suspense as to who held the
lucky name.
The suspense was held until
bridge was over and the other
prizes were awarded. The lucky
holder of the name Lincoln was
Mrs. Rosetta McKissack. She
also captured second prize for
high score. First prize went to
Mrs. W. R. Bell with third go-
ing to Mrs. Frances Washing-
ton,
Mrs. Lucas was the lucky
holder of the traveling prize
when the final round was play-
ed. A delicious menu was serv-
ed before bridge began. Lovely
place setting carried out the
gl-me of Lincoln.
11111a Chicago, last week was
Dr. W. E. McKissack, local
dentist, at a meeting and clinic
of the Chicago Dental Society.
On the campus of Tuskegee
Institute in Alabama last week-
end was Mrs. Roxie Womack
Brown to witness capping
ceremonies for her daughter,
Edna Womack. Miss Womack,
a Merry High School graduate,
is attending the nursing school
in Tuskegee on a March of
Dimes Scholarship. We extend
our congratulations to her.
•
Dr. Lanie Cross, Atlanta
University mathematics pro
lessor was guest on the campus
of Lane college last Thursday
and Friday conducting a science
and mathematics seminar. He
lectured on "Mathematics a
the Dawn, Part I and Part II.'
Also on the campus on Mon-
day was Rabbi Ernst Appel of
Congressional B'nai Israel
representing the Jewish Chau-
tauqua Society.. He spoke on
"Prejudice and Its Cure."
SHAW HONOR
Jacksonians and Lane Col-
lege are proud of native son,
Willie Shaw, No. 1 scorer in
small colleges in the NAIA.
Shaw wis honored in a spe-
cial assembly at which time he
was awarded a trophy by J. A.
Cooke, Athletic Director, on
behalf of Sports Illustrated.
He finished in first place last
year and seems on the road
to finishing in first place this
year averaging approximately
40 points per game. He slipped
to third once this season but
he last report showed him on
op again.
The Lane Dragons, coached
by Johnny Hathrone, will be
in the playoff in Tuskegee,
Ala., when the tournament of
the SIAC is held Feb. 21-23.
A lot of high school basket-
ball starts for this area be-
ginning on February 28 in the
District tournament. Five
boldt; 27, West High School
nights in a row will keep fans
busy. Sites are: Feb. 26 Hum-
in Madison; 28, East High
School, Madison County; March
1, Alamo, and March 2, the
finals at Merry High.
The following week the
regional tournament will be
held at Merry High with first
and second place teams from
the district in the playoff.
Dates are March 6 - 9. At this
point, both Merry boys and
girls hold first place in the
district,
CORRECTION: A misprint
in the Feb. 16 issue reads:
"James Crofton, who will rep-
resent Lane College as 'Miss
Pre-Alumni.' "
It should have read: "At-
tending the UNCF Council
with Mrs. Perry were James
Crofton, National President
of the Pre-Alumni, and Miss
Patricia Hampton, who rep-
resented Lane College as
Miss Pre-Alumni."
Also attending was Atty.
Donal Hollowell of Atlanta,
Ga., who is the former nation-
al president of the Lane Col-
lege Alumni and who is pres-
ently third vice president of
he UNCF Council,
The occasion was the Na-
tional UNCF Council meeting
which was held at the Statler-
Hilton hotel in New York
City.
AKA's New Prez); Will
Speak At St. Andrew
!tie Basileu of Alpha Kappa Julia B. rs.Purnell, Su-
Alpha Sorority, will be the
spiaker at the Public Meeting
to be held by local members
of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorori-
ty j at St. Andrews C. M. E.
Church, Sunday, March 3, at
4 p.m.
Mrs. Purnell, director of the
Reading Improvement Insti-
tute at Southern University in
Scotlandville, La., will be mak-
ing one of her first appear-
ances in this section of the
colintry since her recent elec.
brill to the highest office of
this-sorority, at Detroit, Mich.
in December. She is the for-
Southeastern Regional Di-
3 of Alpha Kappa Alpha.
e dynamic speaker is re-
ed for her charm and
inspiration she brings to
eople and especially in
views of revitalizing the
fk, of fraternities arid sorori-
- in the challenging and
lexing problems which
our nation and the world.
rs. Purnell will be the
hday Parties
s. Mildred Malunda Jones,
Hebert Cir., and Miss
e Jones, celebrated their
day anniversaries during
*arty at Big-M last Friday
ernoon, Mrs. Jones said that
"celebrated her birthday
1
a
ersary for the 16th time."
th women are employed
niversal Life Insurance
ny.
ong guests attending
vell Mn. Dorothy Johnson,
Elms Tunstall, Mrs.
se Polk Mrs. Welma
, Mrs. Sadie Cabbage,
O. Bessie Siggels, Donald
lass, Melvin Malunda,
Bonnie Bridgeworth and
Mildred Jones.
guest of Beta Epsilon Omega
and Beta Tau Chapters of
Memphis.
The public meeting will be
the Founders Day observance
of the chapters on the occasion
of the founding of the first
Negro Sorority at Howard
University in 1908.
The public is cordially in-
vited to hear Mrs. Purnell,
and a special invitation is ex-
tended to the Memphis Pan
Hellenic Council and all mem-
bers, active and inactive in
sororities and Iraternities in
Memphis and the Tri-State
area.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hoskins — are seen at the
beautiful wedding reception which followed
their wedding at Victor's Chapel recently.
The ceremony was performed by the Rev.
W. C. Holmes, assisted by the Rev. M. L.
Hendricks. The bride. the former Miss La-
Vern Howard is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ezekiel Howard of 750 Marechal Neil.
Mr. Hoskins Is the son of Mrs. Velma Udell
of Detroit, Mich. (Withers photo).
-
SURPRISE BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY party was given
by Rev. and Mrs. Ralph Lofton in honor of Mrs. Maxine
Turner Mayes last week. The party was held at the Loftons'
home, 2716 Enterprise Ave. A dining room table was overlaid
with a white lace cloth, atop nylon red net. A center-piece
was of Valentines and red flowers. A heart-shaped cake was
decorated with "Happy Birthday." Punch was served from
a silver bowl. Guests included: William H. Lofton, Rev. Egan
Mayes, Misses Anita Turner. Angelia Mayes, Venita Dowdy,
Mrs. William Parker, Mrs. Beatrice Marts, Mrs. Pearl Flu-
ken. Mr. and Mrs. Morris. and Mrs. Sadie WIlbun. Above,
left-right: Mrs. Maris, Rey. Lofton, Rev. Mayes, Mrs. Lofton,
Handy Morris, Mrs. Within Parker, Mrs. 1Fluken and Mrs.
Annfe B. Morris.
JUGS Ball - Scene Of International Splendor
"C'est magnifique!" "Es Mag-
nifico!" is expected to be the
consensus ,pf the guests who
will attend the JUGS ninth
annual charity ball to be held
Friday, March 1, in the mez-
zanine ballroom of the city
auditorium. But in the jargon
of the good old USA it will
be "It's a ball!" All these SIC-
colades aptly describe the liv-
ing ads ball presented by the
JUGS whose theme this year
is "Down Embassy Row."
The members of JUGS have
done extensive research to in-
sure the authenticity of the
colorful costumes, which will
be the native dress of the
countries that the ads will rep-
resent.
The ballroom itself will- be
a scene of artistry and beauty
with flags and flowers of the
various countries completely
encircling the ballroom.
The ball will be a scent of
formal elegance with many
out-of-town guests in atten-
dance. Among those expected
are Charles and Florence
Tate, both former Memphians,
now of Dayton, Ohio, who may
be remembered for their
scholastic excellence while at
LeMoyne college. The mem-
bers of JUGS will be resplen-
dent in the traditional long
formal gowns and white
gloves.
The living ads ball is held
annually to benefit some wor-
thy charitable cause. This year
the proceeds from the dance
will go toward the maintenance
of a counselor for unwed
mothers.
Many door prizes will be
given to the guests. Some will
be sterling, others imports of
the various countries.
The music will be by Bill
Harvey and his 16-piece or-
chestra. The bids to the dance
are $2.50 per person and may
be obtained from any mem-
ber of JUGS.
The Teasers Social Club
New Homemakers , Extends Thanks To It's Guests
Of America Meet
The Stigall Chapter of New
Home-Makers of America was
hostess to 3uo Division I of
West Tennessee District Asso-
ciation, Saturday Feb. 9, 1983.
The theme of the meeting
wee "Guide Post of Progress."
The area for discussion were:
HOW CAN WE:
1. Discover ourselves and
our worth to others.
2. Improve our character
traits by strengthening our
abilities to understand others.
3. Contribute to the joys and
satisfaction of family living,
4. She r e as NHA'ers in
Community Activities?
There were 757 girls regis-
tered, along with 50 adult ad-
visors and 10 chapter mothers.
The principal, teachers, and
students thanked all who help-
ed make the meeting enjoy-
able.
Mrs. N. F. Williams, Home
Economics teacher is advisor of
local chapter of N. H., A,
A. P. Nunn, is principal 011
Stigall.
The Teasers Social Club ex-
presses its many thanks to the
large number of guests attend-
ing its pre-Valentine Party,
held Saturday night, Feb. 8.
The party was a tremendous
success. All of the guests gave
evidence that they had a lot
of fun.
Special thanks are extended
to the following guests:
THE KLONDYKE ANGELS
THE PROGRESSIVE .
SOCIAL CLUB
THE SAN PAWL SOCIAL
CLUB
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Bal-
lentine, Mrs. Evelyn Shannon,
Mr. James Oliver and Mrs.
Claudette Elloit, Mr. and Mrs.
Jeserell Wilkins and Sister,
Sgt. James Rutherford of
Washington, D. C., Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny G. Ferrell, Mr.i
and Mrs. John Fitzgerald, Mr.1
and Mrs. D. C. Jordon, Mrs.
Lillian Hickman, Mr. and Mrs.
James Ford, Mr. and Mrs. Ar-
thur G. Hudson, Mr. F. M.
Montique and Company, Mr.
and Mrs. Hurrell Henderson,
Mr. Ernest Hardy and Mrs.
Vera Harris, Mrs. Dorothy
Oliver Dentley, Mrs. Samella
11.
Jackson, Mr. Vandy Baines
'Sr. and Mrs. Betty Linder.1
THANK YOU:
Mrs. Bessie Lewis. President
Mrs. Louise Doggett, secretary
Mrs. Gloria Irvin, financial sec•
rotary
Mrs. Laura Johnson, treas-
urer
Mrs. Willie M. Simpson,
,business mgr.
Mrs. Anna William, chaplain
Mrs. Ethel Pointer, reporter.
(Adv.)
Dunbar PTA To
Observe Founder's
Day Feb. 27
Dunbar Elementary School
has made plans to observe
Founder's Day of its PTA Wed-1
nesday, Feb. 27 at 3 p.m. in
the school cafeteria, announc-
es the president, Mrs. Viola
Hill. The meeting is open to
the public. Parents are urged
to attend. Mrs. Mildred Car-
ver is the schools' principal
Cake Tune—Former Memphian. Mr.. Ferdi-
nand ICharity I White. now prominent in
California and Chicago social circles,. pre-
pares to offer slices of wedding anniversary'
cake to Julius W. and Marylynn J. Holder.
- _  
Rev. J. Raymond Henderson — prominent
Californian. world traveler and lecturer, was
the dinner guests of Rev. and Mrs. E. L.
Clarfrie at Dobbs House at the municipal air-
port when he visited Memphis and the
- _
Mid-
A Vase of International Beauty is being ex-
amined by the above three members of the
J-U-G-S as they discuss the International
-
Page
on the occasion of their 20th wedding anni-
versary. More than 250 Californians honored
thr popular West Coast newspaper duo.
(Adams photo
South area recently. Rev. Henderson is also
the founder of Wheat St. Baptist Church in
Atlanta, Gs. Seen left to right are Be,. Hen-
derson. Mrs. Currie, Mrs. Kathryn P. Thomas
and Rev. Currie. (Photo by Withers)
•
Jay,
Theme of the charity ball, planned for March
I. Left-right are: Mrs. Longlno ('ooke, Mrs.
Sara Chandler and Mrs. O'Ferrel Nelson.
Three happy. healthy little girls keep the David J. Johnson, Jr. home in Baltimore
ringing with laughter and music. Here they enjoy a comparatively quiet "tea" party
beside their doll house. Leff to right: Avis, 11/2 years; Marchell. 10; and Dana, 3.
What are these little girls made of?
Sugar and spice and everything nice...
and plenty of Carnation-the milk with extra Vitamin D
for sparkling teeth, sturdy bones and glowing good health
"When they are good, they are very,
very good," declares Mrs. Johnson.
"And they often get a reward-banana
pudding for dessert!" (Recipe at right.)
"Marc hell collects dolls and plays the
violin
-and she and Dana are taking
bellet." Mrs. Johnson studied voice and
*sic at Capitol University. Mr. John. 
sonstudied at Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine Arts. He is sales supervisor for
a leading Baltimore company.
"All my girls were Carnation babies,"
Mrs. Johnson points out. 'The doctor
recommended it-and it's still their fa.
vorite milk." Even when you add an
equal amount of water, Carnation is
richer than sweet, whole milk.
'U.S.Devi or Agriculture
Composition of Food,
Banana pudding for dessert! "My
family raves about this simple recipe."'
Mrs. Johnson admits. "And I know it's
nourishing because I make it with Car-
nation. It's my milk for all my cooking
-cocoa and cereals, too." Carnation in
the red and white can is the world's
favorite brand, by far.
r- —1
recipe: 
CARNATION double-quick
BANANA PUDDING
(Makes 4 to 6 servings)
24 to 28 vanilla wafers
I package vanilla pudding
and pie filling mix
1 cup undiluted 
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
1 cup water
1 to 2 sliced bananas
Line a 1.qu5rt casserole with vanilla
wafers. Mix the pudding mix. Carna-
tion and water in a saucepan. Cook
according to package directions. Pour
half of pudding
mixture into lined
casserole. Top
with banana slices.
Place remaining
wafers on top of
pudding. Cover
with remaining
pudding mixture.
Chill before serving.
eta $
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Here's A Page Of Weekend Comics For The Whole Family.
DONALD DUCK
-r1W1 GOING AS, LITTLE
130 PEEP! SO DON'T DARE
SHOW UP WITHOUT AN
APPROPRIATE COSTUME!
Walt ItImina';Procla,lotta
World AleL, Ittmarrad
ACe AkE
4*.
THE CISCO KID -:-
ETTA KETT
By Walt Disney
LYOHI! FIGURED THIS'DWORK OUT FINE!U SPEND HALF YOUR
TIME AT FI,,w-TiEs...
0totnIttitad Kula Feature. Spad'eata. •
B Jose Salinas & Rod Reed
I. OUT WERE NOT WERE TO
WATCH A DANCE! LETS LOOK
Forc 7),IAT ARMY SUPPLY WAGON!
mem aa:ND
JON'T BE
AFRAID -
ASK HIM
NOT ME
YOU ASK HIM
THIS TIME.2
ETTA'S CLASS IS
GIVING A TV
MASQUERADE
PARTY TONIGHT,'
15 SHE GOiNG.?
--A
POPEYE
,•••••••
IF VA IS HAPPY
BEN' A-TARGET FER
MUCKOVIAS ROCKETS,
WHY DID ',IOU
SEND FER Me?
YES -SHE
Gor A
COSTUME
( I HAVE A DATE
A WITH JERRY-CAN
HE BORROW OUR
CAR, DAD
OH, I'M NOT
NAPPY HAVING
MY KINGDOM
BLASTED BY
ROCKETS!
IT'S VERY
II 5 DAMP LIVING
UNDERGROUND!
_ - •
 )
-:.•
EVERY GOOD AMBASSADOR
KEEPS AN ACE LIP 1-115
SLEEVE! I AIN'T GOT
NOTHIN' UP MY
SLEEVE!
IT MEANS THAT SOMESOVY ELSE,
NOT THE INDIANS, STOLE THE ARMYS
GUNPOWOER!
By Paul Robinson
HE HASN'T THE
NERVE TO ASK
YOU FOE THE
KEYS AGAIN!
REMEMBEL23
THEY WENT-
DRESSED AS
A cowEsoY AND
CovsiGira.
r UNDERSTAND.'
IT mu& BE VERY
EM BAR RASSI NG
HOW ABOUT'
HAVING A SET
MADE UP FOE?
HIM
THIS YEAR HE'S
CRAZY ABOUT
DOCTOR
-\,....PROGRAMS!
by Bud Sagendorf
I WANT YOU TO
BE MY FRIENDLY
AMBASSADOR TO
PREMIER MUCK!
WHEN YOU TALK TO MY
FRIEND PREMIER MUCK
YOU'LL NEED A SHIRT
FULL OF ACES!
WILL BE A GOOD DIPLOMAT!
I WILL ASK 'EM
REAL Nice -ro
STOP!
....•••••••••••••
IF THEY
DOES141 DO IT
I WILL SMACK
'EM INA JAW!'
2-LE
,
6
HENRY By Carl Anderson
AUNT TILLIE KNITTED A
PAIR OF BED SOCKS FOR
YOU, HENRY.
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0 0
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Secret Agent X9
-5ur MELLSEND A scuAD I 6LIESS
TolHE ISLAND lb RETRIEVE niZZAR5 LAST
WHAT WY DIDN'T HAVE POW STATJE
wA6 146-nma .541uGGLE IN!
WrnaT THE NOTE
6TWL.L.HID e.EIN LocmIT; WE ,s10
UP PIP$ ALLEY5
F RRAT.
GLAMOR GIRLS
"How come your Eddie is worth more than
my Joe!"
By Bob Lewie
IVE HAD ENOUGH,
CORRIGAN ! &I ME
OUT OF HERE! THIS
GAS IS KILLJNo
MY EYES .1
THINK WHAT TRE REAL STIFF
WILL PO 70 THE asrcFsta
WHEN YOUR TIME COWS T,
SETILE 11P FOR CHIZZAR
AND CLAY!
GLAMOR GIRLS
e"-e%74,c-4
C King, root.. 3,1.4. , INS. Wald rist,t• remerrod. a
"Look, Mom, Jepsem's is having a sale on 'Mother-
4
t
daughter' fur coats!"
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ME LE MOYNE COLLAPSE team for a four game road trip.
.LeMoyne College's Mad Ma-They split the four games, los-
glcians, billed as possessors of ing to Tuskegee arid Lane,
the bag-full-of-tricks, suddenlylNothing alarming here. Tuske-
have had some kind of hex gee had edged LeMoyne at
cast upon them after losing the Bruce Hall and it was common:
list four games on the home knowledge that Lane can beat
ailiedule. The irony of it all is:you if you allow Will Snaw, its:
that these waves of shocking great basket bomber, to go
setbacks came when LeMoyne wild. Besides, LeMoyne has a
supporters anticipated one of 10-4 record which is notstbad,
• the school's finest basketbalbespecially when six of sbven
si wind-ups. Still being able to of the remaining contests will
close out the regular season be played at home.
Aith a respectable 13-8 record OFFENSE '81:* DEFENSE. NO
ests even more so to rev,ndt Perhaps more than enough
..iugh goings. has been mentioned about
NON- PROFITABLE RETURN Gaines. He certainly must havets What has caused the Magici- felt some pressure while read-
ans' unexpected reversal of :ing all the public relations re-
'f orm is not immediately leases of his capabilities, ex-known — quite likely it might l ploits, et al, furnished by the
e. 0 down in the archives of Le-! The sideliners, both of thoseMoyne as one of its most baf- in official and unofficial ca-
ning mysteries. Ipacities, have failed to realize
Some speculative fans seem.that three of Leisioyne's last
to think the return of David four defeats were to no setups. AT TUSKEGEE TOCRNEY—Dere are seven of the 10
Gaines to scholastic eligibility Coach Johnson went back to LeMoyne College Magicians who are at Tuskegee in Alabama
may be the reason since the his regular line-up and used this week to participate in the Southern Intercollegiate Atli-
return of the Detroit captain Gaines as a substitute in a fu- letie Conference's annual basketball tournament. Holding
came when the Mad Lads were tile effort to regain the win- 'berths In the meet are the colleges finishing In the top 10
'1! glaring at national headlines. Ining form.
of the Purple Wave's all time been in constant high gear, an
In all fairness to Gaines, one' The LeMoyne attack has s • • •tring Of Early Vi ctories Winscorers, LeMoyne had consid- amazing observation in view1
atryone inc  1 u d tog  Coachlbe desired. An astounding 99 tories early in the season, the
egiate Athletic Conference. Moyne defense leaves a lot to Thanks to their string of vic- 500 ball with seven wins:
Jerry Johnson Certainly ex- point average was chalked up Magicians of LeMoyne College
.PecIed LeMoyne to do no by invading gunners in Le- are at Tuskegee this weekend
'worse with the return of Moyne's final four horn  elto participate in the Southern
aSnes who had led th. team games. !Intercollegiate Athletic Con-:
n scoring as a junior. Instead The team's 7-6 conferenceiference's a n n u a I basketball
f the addition hopping up markthe
'
 is hoped to be good tournament.
Moyne engine, mechanics enough to get the Magicians
pparently went to the wrongito Tuskegee and the league
atage and increased the thrustiourney. Whether the recent
'Morticians Meet
In Houston, Tex.
The 26th annual board nie,i
nig of the National Fonetiel
Directors and Morticians as-
sociation is set to meet in Hous-
ton, Texas, April 7, 8, 9, at the
South Central Branch of the
Y.M.C.A., 3531 Wheeler at.
The meeting will be chaired
by William W. 13eckett of
Louisville, Ky. The most im-
portant item on their agenda
will be the completion of plans
for the 26th Annual Conven-
tion to be held in Columbus,
Ohio August II thru 15 at the
Deshler Hilton Hotel.
Attending will be state Pres-
idents and secretaries, district
governors, past presidents, and
women auxiliaries from 23
of the SlAC regular season. There are 16 teams in the eon- To Founderferenee. Front, left to right: Monroe Currim high scorer for ,
LeMoyne this season; Robert Hambric and David Gaines.
Rack row, left to right: Captain James Cordon, Richard
Dumas, Jerome Wright and Willie Derenton.
Lester High Cagers Win
essr-asabireulmedo 
more success
forestshe
when t shee. 
averaging 
etrhaefon four-gamegbetert 
than
nsinmg skein,
points' Berth For Magicians In Tourney City Prep League Title• ,ester by the Southern Inter- per game. However, the Le- 
I The Lester Lions wrapped double figures to make it a
up the Prep League cage tit's'against six defeats.
LeMoyne finished seventh
among the top 10 in the l6-
college conference during the
f the opponents firepower. iLeMoyne lapse was internal or regular season.
Any coach will tell you the otherwise, local fans are hop-f The tournament will be un-
ressure to win Is at its great- ing that LeMoyne can re-group folded on the Tuskegee court
se on the home-court. Le-land play the alert caliber 0f1Thursday through Saturday.
Moyne was sporting an 8-2 game that their opponents Feb. 21-23.
mark when Gaines joined the'know that they can play. I Teams winning berths in the
— - - -- tournament finished in this
ip•E•weeenanne•enene•esessessee•a "der'
• I -MINUTE AUTOMATIC
i CAR WASH $
• Sat. or Sun. $1 .25 MondayII Sat. Open 8 A.M. to 6 PM 
San. Open S A.M. to 2 P.M. Niro
Friday
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
• 3100 Summer at Baltic
tuesou•Neamewesiimusasiasmarn•essE
•l111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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•
•• IF YOU HAVE ANY •• 
•
• TROUBLE WHATSOEVER
•
• IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE 11
• 
•: r„ii TENN. STATE a
RI Wig DRIVING SCHOOL 1
• BR. 6-4121 •U
•111111111111.11•1111111111111IMINUMin
:LEARN TO DRIVE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 to 9:30 A.M.
2 to 3 P.M.
with three victories last week,I
The Magicians finished fifth with the clincher being a Iin conference play last season. 68-53 triumph last Friday night
were seeded second in the tour- at Carver. The Lions had ,
nament and were halted in the I roared by Manassas and Doug-I
• lass earlier in the week tol
set the stage for the one thatJerry Johnson's charges had!salted it away for the Bing-
a rather disappointing ending hampton crew. Once again it
this year. They dropped their was 6-6 Richard Jones who
last four home games, much to led the victors' attack withthe dismay of their loyal fans four other Lions hitting in
111101111111111111110111111110110111111111111111101111111111011111111S11111111011111110111111111I011111111011111111111110
Drama, Music, And Other Fine Arts
(1) Clark of Atlanta,
Orangeburg, (3) Bethune-
South Carolina State of
THE
 
YOUNG
 
ADULT.
Cookman of Daytona Beach.:
(4) Tuskegee of Alabama, (5) By WHITTIER SENGSTACKE JR.Lane of Jackson, (6) Alabama .
,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111811111111811111,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111118thallaillState of Montgomery, (7) LeH
Moyne of Memphis, (8) Knox- DRAMA AND DRAMATICS ti • it between the dif-
vine, (9) Fisk of Nashville and If someone asked you the Se types of plays such as(10) Benedict of Colombia. difference between drama and tragedy melodrama, farce corn-
s. C. i dramatics, what would you edy, romantic plays, folk play,'TEN PLAYERS say? Like many others you thesis plays and the pageantEach participating team is might say there isn't any di!- play.permitted to send 10 players' ference.
to the tourney and Coach Jerry This would be the wrong an-
Johnson left early Wednesday 5y There is a difference be.
of this week with James Gor-
don, Monroe Currin, Richard
Dumas, Willie Herenton, Jer-
ome Wright, Robert Hambric,
Jimmy Charlton, Whitney
Bankston, Verties Sails and
David Gaines. Also accompany-
tween the two. Not anyone
could ever explore these two
fields completely in a life
time.
Let's look at drama first. ics. The study of dramatics to lead the Melrose attack
What is meant by drama? would give us an insight on while the usual high man
Drama is studying plays by lighting techniques, scenic de- James Sandriclge was being
ing the team were Edward:reading and seeing. If we were sign and construction make up hEld to 14.
Thornton, team trainer, and to take drama in high school and costuming. Behind by 10 at the halfReuben Doggett, statistician, or college, we would start by In summary we would say i 
30 tallies, rode some hot sec-
Melrose, led by Sandridge's
LeMoy ne finished its 21- studying its history from that drama gives us an insight
firing to down thegame regular season last Greek Drama to the present-
Thursday night with a record day type. We would learn
of 13 victories against eightlabout authors of each period
losses. In conference play, the (Greek and Roman, Medieval,
Magicians played better than Elizabethan and the Modern
 drama).
In a drama course we would
learn about the structure of a
play. We would be able to dis-
- —
CANE COLE
12:30 to 1:30 P.M.
3P.M. to Sign Off
Dramatics is quite different
from drama. Dramatics is pre-
senting the play before the
audience. Dramatics would
take place in the acting tech-
niques and production mechan-
real team effort.
Ira Spillers and the Lester
quintet had little trouble in
racking up his first title and
the school's second. Just be-
fore the Carver game Lester
was given a scare for a half
before they solved ball control
tactics employed by Douglass
to gain at least a tie for the
crown on the home floor. The
Red Devils led Lester 9-5 at
the quarter and was on the
shortend of a 13-12 halftime
score.
A 26 point third quarter
surge led by Jones and Charles
Paulk, who pooltd their re-
bounding talents to score nine
field goals, allowed Lester to
streak to a 56-25 drubbing,
In the week's most excit-
ing games second place Mel-
l'ose showed their brilliient
shooting ability to come back
from first half deficits to mi-
raculously edge Washington,
71-76, and Carver, 88-82, on
its home court.
The Golden Wildcats, with
their first cage title aspira-
tions still high, (at the time)
tied the Warriors in the wan-
ing scconds of the regulation
game, going on to clip the
Warriors in overtime. Roch-
ester Thomas scored 24 points
into the meaning of the f ond half
while dramatics is actors pre- Cobras'
senting the idea of the author,-
before a live audience. Actors!
would analyze their parts. re-i
hearse the parts and presents
the play with all technical ne-
cessities.
John Ronza's
CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
2159 CENTRAL AT COOPER BR 4.7573
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
LARGE PARK( NG ARK A !
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"
HENRY CLAY "always had a 
cask
of Old Crow with him 
in Wash-
'L. ington." He 
knew it was the fin-
eo. Taste it and you'll 
agree.
att,*'7,......
...taste
the
Greatness
Lighter, Milder 90 froof
IA! tel CIO's Datum GB 90110011, KY KtEUCKY ,IAAIGHT B011111011 WitiSKLY I)(1 511513I
Buy Your
1963
Cars Or
Used Cars
From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE
HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS
THIRD & GAYOSO
IA 6-8871
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
Thie,• I. a mason vrlly p•opl•
Ilk. to do business with us. You,
too, will Ilk• our court•ous treat•
'trent and d•sir• to h•lp you.
"Op•n Thursday and Fr/day
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Soturdoys 9700 to 100
nix Iv FINA NC E CO.
Heim, Own•d Horn• Op•rat•d
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
W. like, to any yes to your
loon r•qu•st"
ExernIn•d and Sup•mrls•d by
th• State Department of
Insuranc• and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
The principal of Hamilton
high school, Harry T. Cash,
was awarded a plaque by the
Hamilton PTA as founder,
during a 10th Anniversary cel-
ebration of the PTA, recently.
It was organized in 1953. The
theme of the celebration cen-
tered around "Negro History
d H •I ' PTA " A
Century of Progress and a
Decade of Achievements."
The featured address was•
I delivered by Atty. A. A. Let-
ting, who stressed "sincerity
in educative values," "a nec-
esary commodity of life
"money" and statistic on job
opportunities."
Music was supplied by the
Hamilton Glee club, directed
by Mrs. Johnnie Winston, and
Soloist Julius Lewis who was
accompanied by Mrs. Thelma
Whalum.
- • — - -
John J. Taylor Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Taodor
of 631 Jennette ave., has been
commissioned a second lieu-
tenant in the U. N. Air Force
Reserve following his February
graduation from the Universi-
ty of Michigan at Ann Arbor,
Mich.
Lieut. Taylor entered the
Air Force ROTC at the univer-
sity in 1958 and attained the
rank of squadron commander
during his senior year.
He was graduated from
Booker T. Washington High
school as valedictorian of his
class.
The graduate's father is head
waiter at the Memphis Coun-
try club and his mother is a
me in be r of the faculty of
Georgia Avenue Elementary
school.
The regular monthly meet-
ing of the Hyde Park Area
club of St. James AME church
will be held at the home of
Mrs. Posey Alexander of 2029
Needra st. on Tuesday, Feb.
26.
Mrs. Cammelia Brooks is
president of the club and Rev.
H. L. Starks pastor of the
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING? FIND IT HERE FAST
The Advertisements In This Directory Tell Where To
Buy The Product Or Service You Wish.
MR. SHERMAN MITCHELL
MECHANIC
207 W. DIVISION AVE.
WH 6-9545
ARDATH SEWING SHOP
PLAIN and FANCY SEWING
222 W. Brooks 946-5734
STROZIER'S DRUG STORE
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
219 2 Chelsea Ave. BR 6-2588
BROWN'S Barber Shop
COMPLETE BARBER SERVICE
1140 Firestone Ave. JA 5-4551
TUCKER'S RADIO & TELEVISION REPAIR
GUARANTEED WORK ON ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
PICK UP AND DELIVERY
296 Vance JA 6-7200
PETE FALKNER PAINT & REPAIR
INTERIOR and EXTERIOR
158 E. Carolina Ave. JA 7-5619
HEATER REPAIRED
WE REPAIR!
ALL TYPES OF HEATERS.
WE SPECIALIZE IN
AUTOMATIC
DAY AND NITE
SERVICE
WH 8.4419
SUPREME RADIO SERVICE
Speedy Television Repair
A GUARANTEE THAT SATISFIES
Pick Up & Delivery
PROMPT SERVICE
849 Lane Ave. JA
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HUMBOLDT NEWS
WEDDING BULLS
Wedding bells pealed here
loudly on Wednesday, Feb. 6,
as Miss Mary Ann Smith be-
came the bride of Aaron John-
son, both of Humboldt.
The bride is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith
and is a student at Owen col-
lege in Memphis. The groom,
son of Rev. and Mrs. I. S.
Johnson, is in construction
work here.
When Miss Smith returned
home from semester exams,
she was surprised to discover
that her intended had secured
and furnished a house with
the latch on the outside, bid-
ding her to enter.
His twin sisters had helped
him in the selection of furn-
iture and its arrangement,
a very good beginning for
such a nice couple. They live
at 1016 Twelfth ave. on Fort
Hill.
ART AND GARDEN NEWS
Members of the Gloxinia Art-
and Garden club met in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Bryson recently with Mrs.
Bryson and Mrs. Olga Vern
Baskerville as co-hostesses.
Mrs. Martha Lacey discussed
the importance of gratitude
during devotion.
Judging of yards will begin
In March, and prizes of yard-
markers given for the most
original and interesting yards.
The co-hostess was absent'
because of the illness of her l
nephew of Ws, Turner's, Ro-
zelle Fielder, arrived here
from Michigan the day be-
fore she passed.
KINDERGARTEN NEWS
Mrs. Almonia Gentry made
some very tasty cookies for
the Kindergarten, and the
board is grateful for the con-
tribution. Two other persons
have given some nice articles
of food for the school. Thanks
William Baskerville h a s
The top is ready to go on
the school and we are solicit-
ing help from organizations
that are in sympathy with the
project and those who would
like to share in building for
the future of the city.
SICK LIST
been confined to St. Mary's
hospital for over a week. He
is manager of the Baskerville-
Rawls Funeral home.
Mrs. Sitgall is some better
at this writing.
CHURCH NEWS
National Youth Week was
observed recently at Lane
Chapel CME church with of the Manassas Student Coun-
Morris Paul Fair acting as,cil•
superintendent of the Sunday
school. with Miss Erlene Jacobs at
Teachers for the occasion the piano, rendered two selec-
were Dorothy and Doris Gen-
try, Erlene Jacocks, Essie Yar-
brough, Louise Duncan, Lar-
ry Ragans, Arthur Gillespie,
and Bobby Nesbit. The chil-
dren's and youth choirs furn-
ished the music for all serv-
ices.
husband, but Mrs. Cotrell, Participants on a panel dis-
Thomas and other members cussion of the subjec t,
assisted Mrs. Bryson with the "To Fill the Em p1 ines
Valentine menu. were Miss Janette Lan-
Mrs. J. S. Vance is president ders, Church of God in Christ;
of the club and Mrs. William Miss Dorothy Gentry, Lane
H. Baskerville secretary. Chapel; Miss Echildress War-
FUNERAL SERVICES ren, St. James Baptist, and
Funeral services for Mrs. Mrs. Martha Robinson Gooch,
Lockey Turner were held at Morning Star Baptist. Arthur
St. James Baptist church on
Thursday night with Rev. J.
T. Freeman delivering the
eulogy.
Ill for sometime, Mrs. Turn-
er came back from Michigan
to live with her brother and
sister-in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
John Fielder. A favorite
MANASSAS HI NEWS
Marva, and Donald Basker-
ville, a nephew, Anthony Fitz-
gerald, and William and
Gwendolyn Hess, Andrew
Gale Bonds, Thomas Reid, John
A. Wynne, Venciel Marsh,
Dena Newhouse, Glenda Stew-
art, Francene Givens, Linda
Fly, Arlene Gentry, Deborah
Thomas, Julia Porter, Bernita
Gillespie was moderator for Farmer, Glenda Johnson, Dar. 
theprogram. lene Dennis a n d Sandra
Thirty-five young people Donaldson.
and 11 adults motored to Dyer Helping Mrs. Bryson with
last Sunday for the observance the serving and games were
at Dyer CME church of Na- Mesdames Myrtle Fitzgerald,
tional Youth Week. Miss Mary D. Porter, Ora Gentry,
Dorothy Gentry was on a 011ie R. Farmer and Cottrell
panel, and the Youth Choir Thomas.
Now that the dust has set- Freshman - Fred Heather-
tied, the track is clear and wood, Sandra Hill, Donald
the race has been won, and the Black, Shirley Redd, Immanu-
record recorded, we feel that el Bowles, Diann McCain;
the winners should be award- Sophomores - John "Spot
ad their prizes. First place goes Knight" Lois Lake, Tommy
to Coby Smith, Second to Bar- Jackson, Gabriel Balfour, Wil-
bara Duncan the other places ham Ingram.
in this order, Lovenzo Chit- Juniors - Jessie Young,
diess, Charles Diggs, Ronnie Charles Ford, Carlean Jones,
Morris. Leo Edwards, Angeline Ow-
We proudly salute the victor, ens, Melvin Davis, The Ebon-
Coby Vernon Smith. Coby is ites.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Em- Seniors - Clauolia Walton,
mett E. Smith of 2240 Brown James Smith, Lora Taylor,
Ave. In religious life, he is Jessie Jackson, Charlean Stew-
a member of the Friendship art.
M. B. Church, where he is an NOW YOU KNOW - Val-
active member of the Young entine Day brought many sur-
People's Choir. Around the Prises, the Sweethearts Ball,
Manassas Camptto, Coby is deux boxes of candy for Pa-
affiliated with many renown tricia, and for Carita (not from
organizations, he is the As. Russell), Kathryn got a box
sistant Editor of the Manas- from you'll guess who, and
sag Newsette, a member of the of course Jackie got hers.
March is a big month for V&V.Ebonites Social Club, a Cadet
Major in the N.D.CC. and Tell us Calhoun what atttac-an
Ole Timer. So a salute to this tion have the project for you??
Syoung man, an ideal exampleylvia's party was swinging
Charlesof a well-rounded American What about that Houses For SaleBrahnom? Dorthy Bowles ad-Student and the next President
mires a chef. The Guidance
Center gang is wrecking!
Sophomore
Is It True That:
Sara Wilks has found a
love.
Lynne Ulen and "Spookum"
are making a comeback.
Sylvia Coleman admires cer-
tain Ramiltonians.
Naomi Reid received more NEAR HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
of that 1 box of candy (How OWNER ASSUMES
V4. percent V. A. Loan - $63.22 Monthly
about that). Notes: Nothing Down. Or New FHA
her cousins, Chester, Billy, Maxcine Jonest, James Loan With 5300 Down Plus Closing Co..
Thomas are tight.
There are plenty of Soph-
omore Clubs on the Manassas
Campus but the Capri Social Apts. For Rent
Club is said to be the best.
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems
With a Small, Low Cost ,
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Appror
Cash You Mo.
Get- Payments
500.00 S 12.90
S1,000.00 5 23.70
$1,500.00 S 30.50
52,000.00 $ 45.50
52,500.00 5 56.20
$5,000.00 $110.82
Be Wise! Choose
State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
-It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"
ABC
MAIDS
Guaranteed Job in Now York
Transportation & Meals
Advanced
305-M & M BLOG.•MEMPHIS
JA 5-3131 
•
FURNISHED ROOM WITH HaT,F-
beth•water & lights furnished ?hone
BK 5-7124,
NEWLY REMODELED
3 - BEDROOM • L. R. KITCHEN -
Bath - 1158 Gausco - PHONE:
WH 2-5537
NEWLY DECORATED TWO ROOM
APARTMENT FOR RENT AT 665
fi. WELLINGTON, UPSTAIRS. 025.00.
Water furnished. Call BR 2-2115.
3.ROOM APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY
NICE. $40.00. CALL WH 8.6645 or
JA 6-2880. Mr. E. L. Young.
UNFURNISHED Rooms
2 1ge. unfurn. rms. for rant
WH 2-3937, call after 5 p.m.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
2 lie. unfurnished room, for rent.
WH 2-3937, call after 5 P.m.
The Famous
Beale St. Shopping Center
COLETTA'S
TAILORS
TUXEDO RENTALS
NEW SPRING WOOLENS
ARRIVED
525-9395
129 Beale
STUDIO -1
"THE BEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY"
by
ERNEST WITHERS
319 BEALE STREET
WAYNE'S
SHOE STORE BENST
SALE
BOY'S SHOES sin
Reg. $6.57 NOW 4
MEN'S SHOES
Reg. S;.?.'.; NOwS688 0788
Out Prrces ond
Crym't rrce:led
M & H CLEANERS
& HATTERS
151 Beale St.
"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WAIT"
Mir Hone Been In Business 15
Years, Because S. Are Sp•cial-
Isis In Our Field.
Visit M 0, H BARBER SHOP
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALE STREET
tions.
Miss Virginia Wilson cel-
ebrated her thirteenth birth-
day in the home of parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Bryson
on Coxville rd. recently.
Attending the party were
• 
• •
COUPON SPECIALS FOR SATURDAY (4 MONDAY •
CASES 
1 0 CI
, T-SHIRTS
: PILLOW MEN'S
•
FIRST QUALITY
• ▪ SIX LIMIT Ea 
ALL SIZES
TWO LIMIT Ea.§
I
WITH THIS COUPON t WITH THIS COUPON
aninMainainniannarill
• CHILDS
R• T AINING• 8 Al CUP ANDPANTS 'SAUCERSi SIZE 2.1.6 viII FOUR LIMIT
• WITH THIS COUPON WITH THIS COUPON
laB Illanalana 
analESTABLISHED
Man MUM NM
FOUR LIMIT
163 REAL STREET MEMPHIS. TENN.
Uncle Sam Says...
MONEY TO LOAN!
ON ANYTHING OF VALUE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SHOTGUNS - CAMERAS - DIAMONDS
RADIOS - JEWELRY - CLOTHING
UNCLE SAM'S PAWN SHOP
122 BEALE
DISCOUNT
HARRY'S
DEPARTMENT
205 Beale
STORE
St.
I FEBRUARY SPECIALSMEN'S Socks
VALUES 50, 19c LADIES PantiesVALUES so, 19c
disys......
MEN'S Shorts
VALUES Lo, 39C
TO U7
LADIES Hoisery
VALUES sioo 59c
TO I
MEN'S Athletic
Shirts
VALUES Lac 39C
TO vi
LADIES Shoes
VALUES sr $171
YES
THIS
SPACE IS
FOR
AN
ADVERTISER
WHY?
Buy New Home With Muddy Yard
We're Offering Moue., In New Condition
With Established Lawn -- Fenced Back-
yard -- 3 Bedrooms -- Combination
Kitchen And Family Room With Broken
Red Tile Floors. Separate Living Room
- Carport 
- (IL 8-5255 - 398-7682.
RUNES REALTY CO.
5/5 RAINES RD.
1796 PATTRICK
APITOL LOAN
138 BEALE STREET
Money Loaned on
Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry, Clothing,
Shotguns, Tools
and All
Articles of Value,
shop at
PAPE'S
MEN S SHOP
NEW SPRING STYLES
IN
STETSON SHOES
159-61 Beal St.
IA 16751
 ,
bAT
NEED-MONEY?
YOUR INCONVENIENCE,
MEET ME AT
MERICAN
LOAN CO.
108 Beale
T
182 So. Main St.
MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE
TENN.
REGULAR
BAPTIST BOOK STORE
1963 Standard Sunday School
Comm•ntary $2.95
1963 HIGLEYS Sunday School
Commentary $2.95
BAPTIST STANDARD HYMNAL
Pack•I Sir• Point. ler Empho•Is
345 BEALE STREET
Phene• JA 7-4132
Rcry. C. M. LEE, Own.",
NEW LOOK
3 Bedroom. Tile bath-Fenced Backyard HIGH SCHOOL BOY DESIRES EVE:
GL 8-5255 Office 398-7682 ning work. Exp. hotel - restaurant
 Call FA 7-3160.
urn. For Sale
LEAVING CITY. SACRIFICE HOUSE-
hold Relies dr Furniture at Bargain
Price, for quick eale. Too many it..,.
to list. Most like new, At Fraction
Of or nal cost. BR 6-3072.
WANT TO BUY ANY TYPE
CLOCKS REGARDLESS OF CON
DITION.
Mao. Any Make Clock Repaired
Will Pick Up And Deliver
J. A. Hickey PH: EX 7-6742
ONE BOOK CASE. BED, COMPLETE
maitre., and spring, one dresser.
2 chest of drawers, one washing ma-
chine. One dinette set. ons sewing
machine, CALL BR 6 2370. 2152
Piedmont at.
Business Services
PIANO, VOICE AND CHARM
classes. Privat• or groups. Special
rate to school children. Z. Lois King.
1616 South Parkway East. Pho.-
276-0435
IF YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETS
that you would like installed wall
to well or cleaned. Call Bob Miller
for a free estimate. GL 807112.
BUSINESS CARDS
/Diatom. Cards - Letter Mesas • En.
velum, 
- Wedding Anne. Reasonable
price. - 24 hour service. All kinds
of printing & Publishing. Office, School
& Church supplies
Stanback Printing & Publishing Co.
2477 I:4.1Hr* Ave,
FA 7.9127 or 324-5449
VITAL STATISTICS - NOW Avail.
able. Do you know what records
may prove woeful in establishing date
Of birth, place of birth and parentage,
if the birth was not recorded? Ten
proven ways to establish place of
birth. Only .25 Bury's. Brentwood,
Maryland.
Situation Wanted
Help Wanted  I For Sale Misc.
RAGSDALE EMPLOYMENT 1 5 ACRES FOR SALE •
White .1deauty MVP 3108 N. Germantown Road note,
Lin. Beauty operator to Wos k in .
Meld Comb $25 wk. I Wen way 64 nr Ellendals can
Short Order Cook Eto up Shown by owner. Anyomt. Mrs. George
Melds - COok  ,GIbba. Jr.
JA 54589
WOMAN DESIRES Joie AS MAID OR
baby-sitter tire days a week. Call:
CIL 8-4591
WOULD LIKE WORK AS ClikilioN
ironer or tarp children.
Call. WH 9-2151.
Homeworkers Wanted:
We will lend you In. complete names
and addles.. of 50 U.S. firms tn.
UltUENTLY NEED HOMEWORREIDI
for only 250 postpaid' Roan your
name, add's. and 250 today to
FARMER 210r8 911th Ave. New York
10, N.Y.
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis minket.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.
GOOD MAN NEEDS WORK AS POR.
ter or restaurant worker.
WH 6-0687
WOMAN 10-7CP. IN HOSPITAL WORK.
CALL:
452-1831
NEGRO WOMAN EXP. FACTORY OR
BABY ammo. CALL:
Jo 5-7919
TIM A IE PARTY WOULD 1.IRK TO
porches* a home bar le fair condi
than. (all dArkwia 6-5397.
EXPERIENCED BEAUTICIAN%
wants job as Mlarnpooer in white
.hop or as ettametre.. JA 3-2664.
Help Wanted
STOP Cell
- DID
MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE
SHOTGUNS - TOOLS
LUGGAGE - GUITARS
CLOTHING - JEWELRY
1 MORRIS'LOAN OFFICE152 BEALE ST 
MEN!!!
To sell appliances and furniture
Would lik• Intelligent men. Raper. in
selling. Must like people. Call FA 3-
4551. 2259 Park Avenue.
The Goodyear Appliance & Furniture
Co
‘KONEW 
NEGRO WOMAN WANTS FIVE DAYS
work-private horns.
948-1273
EXPERIENCED MAID, NURSE
Ironer. City reference.. 5 dayl a
week. JA 7-9043.
MEN WANTED
Make Up To 52.50 Per Hour
Contact or C•Il Mr. Hale, 948-0774
Part or full time. Mr. Hale, 1109
S. Lauderdale.
CHECK OUR ADS
DAILY
MAKE BIG MONEY
SELLING....
THE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
we...-. wee...
You can earn cash selling the Tri-State
Defender weekly. Call us or come in
todaN. We denser to Your door.
SO....HURRY
NEWSBOYS, MEN OR
WOMEN who are interested in
making money. Call Jackson 6-8397
r Jackson 6-8398 Call or come to:
236 South Wellington Street
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE SlREET - JAckson 6-2523
YMCA
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "V" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I. 19 Dormitory Rooms: - Clean, Comfortable. Modern Furniture,
Priyal• Bath - Clean Wash Rooms - Showers ...
Weekly Rates: $5 - $10
2. Modern Swimming Pool - Year Round Swimming: 75.30 ff. -
Dicing - Swimming - Wading Sections. Und•rwaler Lighting -
Beautiful Sun Dock. Holds AA Rating.
3. Regulalior Gym Equipped with Stag•: Spectators Section with
1200 s•aiing capacity - For Leagues, Tournaments, Competatiye
Malches. CI  - Boxing - Community Programs
4. 7-1arge Club Rooms: Club Meetings - Classes - Forums -
Confor•nces - Teas - SOCI3:.
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES $7 - $11.0 -$25
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis-
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in had health: Are you discouraged(
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, Just over Missis-
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right amide
the DeSoto Motel. Ile sure to look for the REI) BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whilehaven State Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
54 MERCURY - ONLY 1165
In good condition. Radio, heeler. good
tires, new battery. MU 5-1686.
1959 Bonneville for sale P.B. - P.S.
Wht. wall Urea clan and In excellent
condition. Call Mr. Elbert House -
948.5835 2143 Sparks.
SHELL OIL COMPANY
Has Madam 2 Bar Beryl. Station locat-
ed at the Intersection of Bellevue and
Vollentine Dor Lease. Investment Is no-
minal and *Sport training is furnlaned
(r. by Shell retail inetractors. If you
are interested In becoming all Indepen-
dent businessman call thesa numbers for
additional information. CALL
DAYS: WH 2-1573
NIGHTS AN!) WEEKENDS: 398-9318
1960 THUNDERBIRD POWER AND
air conditioned. Real leather. By
original owner. Beatitiful. 12.450. Gold
Battery and Radiator Service, 340
Union.
•
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
CLASSIFIED
ADS
HAVE
PULLING
POWER
TRY
ONE.
TODAY
•
CALL
JACKSON
6-8391
